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Selected As A Best All ROund Kentucky Community bt.syspapsr
U Pres., IN OUR 78th YEAR Murray, Ky.; Thursday Afternoon, February 7, 1957 MURRAY POPULATION 10,100
AND JURY INDICTS TO
ARMY'S NEW TYPE MACHINE GUN
A SOLDIER is shown manning the M-60 machine gun, a lightweight
general putpose machine gun adopted to replace all three present
U.S. Army .30 caliber machine guns The weapon can be fired from
the shoulder, from the hip, from a bipod or from a newly developed
aluminum tripod mount. It is chambered with the standard 7.62-mm.
NATO cartridge. (0flicial U.S. Army Photo front International)
rA. Senate Leaders Snap At
Chandler For Clements Stand
.WASHINGTON, Feb 7 Ith —
Senate Democratic leaders Wed-
nesday snapped. back at Ken-
tucky Gov. R. 11. Chandler for
, his 'criticism of the appointment
• '7) of. his political arch-rival, former
Son .Earle C. Clements (D-Ky.)
to a high party post.





The Martin's Chapel WSCS
) will hold its regular meeting
Monday night, February 11 in-
stead of Tuesday as previously
ann4unced. The WSCS 'will have
the Hazel WSCS as its guests.
An interesting program is plan-
ned which includes the showing
of a film. The program will be-





Soil Bank acreage reserve ag-
reements on tobacco will tie
received starling February 12
on a first_ come, first served
basis, an official of the County-
ASC said yesterday.
This concerns growers of dark
fired and air cured tobacco, who
may put in one acre or 30`.




• The dark fired tobace'd sales
on the Murray market yesterday
came to 253.704 pounds, 'With an
average of $32.31.
Sales for the week were 1,486.-
750 for an average of $.32.82.
Total sales for the season
amount to 7.672 pounds fur. a





with occasional rain or drizzle
today and tonight. Showers likely
Friday. ittle temperatures chitnie,
high today and Friday Mid to
upper 40s, low tonight near 40.
Some 5:30 a. m. temperatures:
'Louisville 40. Lexington 41,
`Bowling creen 47. Paducah 43,
Covington, 35, London 49 and
llopkinsville 46.
Evansville, Ind., 4_1.
(D-Fla.) of the Democratic Sena-
torial Campaign Committee, said
in a statement that Clements' ap-
pointment has the commitee's ex-
ecutive director should be of no
concern to Chandler.
He suggesfed in a statement
that Chandler fight the "rising
tide of Republicianism" in his
state and let Democratic senators
handle their own affairs.
Democratic National Chairman
Paul M. Butler said in a separate
statement that he had nothing to
do with the appointment. But he
said he would have "concurred
heartily" if he had been con-
sulted.
Chandler said at Frankfort,
Ky., Tuesday that the Democratic
National Committee "will not get
one cent from Kentucky" as long,
as Clements remains in the $22,-
500-a-year party post.
Long at odds with Clements,
whom he ousted from his once
strong position in • Kentucky's
DemoCratic Party, Chandler de-
manded to know why Butler ac-
cepted Clements' appointment
without first conferring with him
(Chandler).
Replying to Chandler's remark
Butler said, "This is not the first
time that Gov. Chandler has
made an attack on me without
iffering facts to back up his
criticism." Butler said Clements'
salary would not be paid by the
National Committee, but would
come from other sources.
Chandler said he plans to send
Lt. Gov, Harry Lee Waterfield
to a National Committee meet-
ing at San Francisco Feb. 15-16,
with instructions to challenge the
right of Senate Majority _Leader
Lyndon Johnson (D-Tett.1, to ap-
point Clements.
Butler Wednesday challenged
Chandler to attend the meeting
himself. Chandler, touring east-
(Contleued on Page Two)
Murray Hospital
News
Wednesday's complete record tot'
tows:
Census  43
Adult Beds  65
Emergency Beds 22
Patients Admitted  1 
Patients Dismissed  
New Citizens 9
Patients admitted from Monday
2:30 p.m. to 11:00 a.m. Wednesday.
Mrs. Marvin L. Dodd, Rt. 3,
Murray; Master Mitchell Ray
Johnson, Rt, I, Murray; M. r s.
Hasten Wright, 524 E. High.
Union City, Tenn.; Mrs. Al Blum.
Rt, 6. Murray; Mrs. Robbie Bran-
don and baby girl, Rt. 4, Murray;
Master Jerry Hick! Stewart, Rt.
2, Wingo; Mrs Kenton Woodall,
Rt. I. Dexter, Mrs. Robert Hoke.




An urgent appeal has been
made by the Calloway County
Chapter of the American dted
CrOss for contributions for' flood
victims.
Anyone wishing to make a con-
tribution may do so by sending it
to the local Red Cross _chapter.
or to either of the banks in
Murray.
Continuing rain has confounded
flood conditions in many areas
and a call has been sent out for




Prentice Overbey of Murray
route five suffered a heart attack
Tuesday about noon while en-
route to Nashville, _Tena, with
a load of Tappan Gas, Ranges
for the Murray Manufacturing
Company, -
Mrs. Overbear, said that the
Scouts To Be
Around Mtirray,Rotary Guests 
In connection with the election
oh .pr. Jim Hart as a director of
A number of Boy Scouts in the Bank of Murray, we learned
Murray and. Calloway County that Mrs. Hart's father, William
will be the guests of the Murray
Rotary Club today, as part of
the observance in the county of
Boy Scout Week. •
ISeen & -Heard
Hiram Finriey, started the old
First National Bank and was
the first president. That w a s
about 1918.
The scouts are those who were He also was instrumental inselected to act as city and county .forming the Western Dark Fired-officials for 4oday.
_* Tobacco. Growers Association, _
A scout has been narrfed, for
each of the city and county of-
ficers and will hold sway in that
office today. • • _




This -BOy 'Scout Week.
. .
We've -rum a lot of-informatiOn-
on the Boy- Scouts and several
merchants ran a whole page yes...,
ferday.
Here's some more about I h e
Scouts.
f
The Murray High PTA is spon-
• stir of Cub Pack 45. A new pack
Roy Wyatt, son {"rine4-a4-F41*°11-4°°'
Mrs. •Hulon Wyatt. was injured 
,,. • -
attack occiirred about twenty
yesterday at Murray High School Ship 91‘. thy Explorer unit, ismiles this ,side of Clarksville,
when he thrust his arm through sponsored- 'bY 
the Murray..--Iligh-
Tennessee and that Mr. Overbey 
the window of a door on thepulled into a • service station East
School.
end .of the, school. Apparently hewhere an ambulance was called,
was pushed as he started throughHe was taken into Clarksville
the door.by ambulance and treatment giv-
en. His son, Wells, was with him He suffered a severe cut on the
at the time, hand and was taken to thArtinic
Mrs. Overbey said that he was by school mates. This is the see-
rerhoved to their home Tuesday
.evening and is apparently resting
well.
He is expected to be up and
about again in several days. and ..lsave glass panes in them. Church.
-
ond incident of a student being
severely cut by being pushed as
he started through the doors.
The . doors are made Of wood
Prison Riot Ends After Big
Amount Of Damage Is Done
By KEITH J. WALLENTINE
POINT OF THE MOUNTAIN.
Utah, Feb. 7 it About 500
embittered Utah prison inmates
ended more than 11 hours of
rioting early today by releasing
all hostages and surrendering all
weapiins.
None of the men who had
been held since before o'clock
Wednesday night appeared to
have been harmed before they
walked from the convict-held
eellblocks at 8 a.m. EST.
They were preceded by two
convicts — armed robbers Billy
Randall and Joe Valdez who
turned over , U. authorities the
weapons they had taken from
a captured sentry turret.
s- Randall carried a machine gun.'
He handed it to a guard. then
gave the officer the ommunition
clip for the weapon. He turned
to another guard, calmly opened
his jacket and took a revolver
from his belt.
The inmate opened the chamb-
er to show there were five bul-
lets in the pistol and then, with
a flourish, surrendered it.
Eighteen men, including seven
members of 'a Mormon church
basketball team, Came out be-
hind Randall and Valdez.
Earlier, 10 Other men had
been released -or --made their
way to freedom after spending
from two to nine hours as host-
ages.
Only known injuries 'suffered
were stab wounds Inflicted on-
a guard when the riot started
and the beating given a convict
who was then tossed from the
barred corriders by his fellow
inmates. Several others suffered
smoke poisoning from fires start-
ed in various parts of the pris-
on.
Reach Abreemenf,
Attorney General E. R. Cal-
lister said the riot ended when
the conviets agreed' they would
let the hostages go if the in-
mates' list nf grievances, could
be presented publicly. This was
done half an hour before the
release when Randall and Valdez
came out and talked to news-
men.
In turn, Callister reported that
Gov. George D. Clyde had prom-
ised there would be no recrimi-
nations if the hostages came out
unharmed
As the hostages young athl-
etes. veteran guards anika quer:,
tet of student instructors at the
prison night school — came out
V
they went into the warden's
office where they were closeted
with Clyde.
Fires were still burning in
the warehouse near the- kitchen
as the riot ended. The kitchen
itself was a shambles. Damage
in' other parts oh the six-year
old penitentiary extensive, with
few windows ,left intact.
Clyde said the Board of Cor-
rections ' would investigate the
riot 'very soon." and also look_
into the entire prison operation'.
While there will be no-reprisals,
the governor said the law_ will
take,-Its-eOurse" ,and prisoners
causing damage would-be •dealt
with.
A member of the Board of
Corrections. Kingsley Clawson,
said that the -boys gave us
their word they would release
the hostages and give up their
arms .and they did . we took
a long gamble but it was worth
it
The riot started shortly before
10 p.m. EST Wednesday, while
members of the Latter - Day
Saints CMortnoni church bgket-
ball team were playing a convict
five.
The elltirch squad was leading
by 10 points with only five
minutes to playawhen a convict
came in. announced prisoners
had taken -control and herded
team members into _the reerea,.
tion room over the gymnasium.
There was chaos afterward but
the convicts did not harm the
basketball players.
Paul Smith, coach of the team,
spent six hours as a hostage-
before 'he was released.
"Some of the boys were fright-
ened at first." he said. "Even-,
tually everyone relaxed. watch-
ing television in the recreation
room. The prisoners fed tis like
kings — pork chops, milk and
candy."
Monte Hammond of Draper.
Utah, a giiard on dirty in solitary
confinement, said the convicts
threatened him.
"They told me they would
kill me if I didn't let the men
out of my block'," Hammond
said. "They looked like they
meant it. 'There were 21 men
in those solitary cells -- and
the cons said they' had' to be
released 'or else ' "-
E•plosion Rocks Prison
An explosion rocked the pris-
on shortly after midnight. It was
a blast in the broiler room. It
."(Gontinued on Page Two)
r
•
Troop 45 of the Scouts is spon-
sored by the First Methodist
Church. Troop 77 is sponsored
by the .FirstChrislian Church. ,
The, Colored Troop, Troop at is
'Pe• sponsored by Douglass High.
Troop 72 is sponsored by the-
South Pleasant .Grove Methodist
The smallest lost a loose tooth
the herd way the other d a y.
Seems as though Dyty. the
friendly collie of the neighbor-
hood, jumped up to lick him in
the face and a little more con-
tact than - was expected. was
made. Anyway as a result, the
loose tooth was knocked out.
One advantage of the incident
is that the smallest was relieved
of the long vtaiting period he
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First Baby Bottle
 - HAWED by millions of -mothers,-
the first baby bottle created a
sensation when introduced at -
the Great Exhibition of 1851 in
London. More than a century
later, the "O'Donnell bottle" is
one of the rare items to be ex-
hibited at the 13th Annual An-
tiques Show, which ovens in
New York City, March 11. The
Infant pictured here Is demon-
strating that the bottle had a
flexible tube that allowed her
to move without losing milk.
Report Made To Judge Lovett
On Court House, Etc., Is Good
_ The February term of Cello-,
way Circuit Court gut underway
This morning following three _days
of business concerned with the
Granq and Petit juries.
The Petit Jury was. __ea I led,
inhi service 'this morning. the
Grand Jury'. reported. to Judge
H. H. Lovett, Sr. yesterday and
handed' -doten- ten- indictments.
The, report made by the jury
concerning 'the----e-o-u-et---house,
county farm, etc. was good and
4ii_ being -reprinted below- in its
entirety'.
REPORT OF THE FEBRUARY.
,1957 GRAND JURY OF THE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
),v
TO: THE HONORAB H. H.1 .. LE
ETT, SR., JUDGE__
We, the members of the Feb-
ruary' 1957 Grand Jury of the
Calloway Circuit Court, respect-
f  utly,L,L4emit_j,trig folkiwing_ re-
port:
DA.IL.Y NEWSPAPERS SELL
N1 YORK ItP _,The num-
ber of daily. newspapers sold_
In the United States each day
has reached a record high of
more than 57 • million. Editor
and Publisher reported today.
The weekly news magazine
for the newspaper business said
that the number increased by
nearly a million copies per day
during 1956. Sunday newspaper
circulation also set a new record
of 47 -million.
_The figures were compiled
from the forthcoming 37th edi-
tion of the Editor and Publisher
International Year Book, an an-
nual directory of daily news-
paper..
Beef And Sheep Specialists.
.To Speak Here Next Week
George Pendergrass and
ard C. Miller, beef and
George Pendergrass
•
Rich- reopeci,elists. respectively, from the
sheep Agricatural Extension Serviece of
the University of Kentucky, will
talk at a beet and sheep meeting
in Murray on Wednesday, Feb.
13 at 9:30 am The county-wide
meeting, to which all interested
are invited, will be held at the
new 'science building, Murray
State College. it was announced
today by County Agent S. V. Foy.
Special problems relating to Call-
oway County will be discussed.
Pendergrass ''will• discuss t h e
beef production outlook and
selection of _types (If -bulls
cows for the _dirk-rent enteiprises,
-Mich as feeder calf or cow-and-
calf rh-oduction. • --
Miller will 'present the latest
irmation on feeding'. breeding
'and_ management in order to have
profitable sheep .production.
Sheep provide an 'economical
use of lower-producing pastures,
they .work in well with tobacco
production, will produce an neer-
age of 1"2 lambs per ewe with
good management, aid in weed
and brush control, and produce
high • income per animal unit,
County Agent Foy pointed out.
Many farmers in Calloway
county nave expressed a'n
)(lest in placing' sheep on their
-farms,* said, and this meeting
will _provide- an opportunity' for
them to learn the advantages as
well as any Major 'drawbacks.•  Murray Rescue
UNTHANK IS UNTHANKED
LA PUENTE, Calif. IP ---
Unthank remained' unthanked.to-
day.
William / Unthank told police
that a man he befriended and president.
invited to • sta'Y at his house Regular and neo bits-Mess Will
had disappeared with Unthank'S he Aiscossed - and new members
var. money and felt hat. iiiitiated into the organieation_.
We return herewith 10 Indict-
ments. .
As a part of our official duties
as a Grand Jury, we have at-
tempted to visit and inspect
the property owned by Callineay
County, t he maintenance of
,which is 1 responstbiltv of the
elected officers pf the county.
Our in:pection shows that the
of fice ..sa and Court. rooms of
the hito,Lne -
hag maintained in a satisfactory
manner. We desire to commend
the Fiscal Court for the y'ery
excellent condition of the count v
jail and for the recent work
which has been done to improve
the men's rest rooms. We also
have inspected the ladies' lounge
and find that the facilities and
equipment there are being cared
for in. a most excellent manner
by the attendant. Mrs. Cleave
James.
Qur' visit to the CallowaY
County' Health Center convinces
us that those responsible' for the
maintenance of this facility are
continuing to di> an excellent
job in the' care and maintenance
of the building and the equip,-
ret.'Our investigation of the County
farm shoots that 'the occupants
_the County home are being
adequately cared Tar-liul • the
condition of .the County 'property
is most satisfactory.
111





Debra Jean Landoll, ten month
old daughter of Mr.. and. Mr..
Gene sLandoh. is reported to be
much improved.. She has had a
respiratory. condijion since birth
which has made breathing diffi-
cult for her, -
On November 28.' Mr. and
•Mrs. Landoll took Debra Jean
te a speetattn.--Dr. Strlikrin. In
LOuisville, who dlagnOsOdr-her
troub:e, as being .a4ergic to., a
bacteria the, air. the -satii;c_
bactei-ia that is believed lo cause
colds.' She now receives one
injection weekly which counter-
acts this bacteria Her father
said this morning tta•se shots
seem :to be keeping this con-
dition almost completely undjr
control. -
Mrs. Landon is 'The former
Lochie Faye Harts-daughter of
Mr. and Mrs_ George Hart. Mr.
Landolt is remembered for his
outAtanding playing on the North-
South basltetbalk team a few
years ago. Ile is at present an
assistant coach at Murree State
College where he is also working
on his Ma.-..ers degree.
Squad To Meet
• , •
The Murray Rescue Sewed will
meet tonight at 7:00 at the City
Hall. announces Bill Summers,
finally report that they have
investigated into all offenses of
whatever nature which have
been brought to their attention
by the County Attorney, Com-
numwealth's Attorney, Sheriff.
and all other County officials,
as well as all offenses of Whia
they_ have personal knowledge '•
and that they have either re-
turned-indletinetitt', dtsffased
referred to the next Grand Jury
all-of-such 'offenses.
Respectfully- - ---
CALLOWAY COUNTY GRAND -
JURY FEBRUARY 1957
By' Laverne Wallace. Foreman
The Grand Jury handed down
ten indictments. The ten are
listed below with the exception
of one in which the . warrent
has not yet been served.
CommOnwealth• -vs Pearlie Mae
Muskgrow. uttering and publish-
ing fioleg. .
Commonweafili- Tiff.
failing to comply with the orders
of the court- relative- To --support
of infant children. .=
Commonwealth vs.. Bobby Gene
Cochrum. ',assault and battery.
Commonwealth vs Elvis Lamb.
a5sault and battery.
Corn monwealth vs Richard Lee
Lockett, Bobby Everett. Joe






'ailitrtti5Velftfl vs Horn °red
Jones, Jr.. Henry. Helton. William
Bevins, storehouse breaking.





A Stout Is Thrifty
He does not wantonly destroy
property. He won ks faithfully,
wastes nothing, and makes the
best use of his opportunities. He
saves his money sin that he may
pay his own way, be generous to
those in need and helpful to
worthy objects. He may work
for._ pay. but must not ceceive
tips for 'courtesies or good turns.
I
This is part. nine of the Scout
Law -and. one of the more import-
ant, The Scout Law 'is one of the
first things a boy must do before
he becomes a Scout and hetmust
learn to practice the Scout Law.
The purpose of . the pancake
breakfast which Troop 45 will
sponsor Saturday, *Fel). 9 from
6:00 to 9:30 a.m. _at thAmerican
Legion Hall is that the Scouts
Of Troop 45 may pay their own
way during the, coming year. By
doing this they learn early the
meaning of work and the use
of money.
The Pillsbury Co. will furnish
the pancake. mix for this break-
fast. Coffee will be furnished by
Murray Wholesale area' the dairy
PrilductS - by -Ryan Milk Company.
Our thanks again to these people
for-thiS help and won't, you do
your part by having' your break-
with us Saturday morning.
'The price will be -fifty cents and
the • tickets may be purchased
from the Scouts of Troop 45,
Cubs of Pack 45. Dale and Stub-
blefield Drug Store, Wallis Drug
or Dr If G. (7th
No One Injured As
Car Turns Over
automobile driven by Don
Miller overturned this morning
at' :45 near ,the home of 0. B.
Boone on the Lynn Grove High-.
way.
The car is' owned by John
Lassiter -Of near Taylor's Store.
Gus Gamble, Deputy' Sheriff, said
that -Miller told him he was pas-
sing a, truck, both heading' to-
ward Murray. when 'another car
pulled out in front of him. To
avoid a collision, he said. he 'Molt
tti- Otte Itit:ch 11414 overturnett:
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Mrs. Ted Clack Is





BY LEDGER TOWS. PUBLISHING COMPANY, mc,. (;raves Alecting ,
Consolidation of the Murray Lecibm The Calloway Times, and The The Cora. Graves Circle of the In College BasfEetball TodayTimpa-Herald, October. 213, 1928, and the •West Kentuckian, January" Woman's Association of the Col 
•
- •'I, MI. • lege Presbyterian Church held- a
dinner meeting at the church r on By JOHN GRIFFIN
Monday, February 4, at aix - 'United Pees Sports Writer
thirty o'clock in the evening. - Thelittle man's dayltawned at
last today in college basketball.
Mrs. Ted clack. was Isle gutst rive.tobt.- nine-inch Chet (The
speakar for the evening. Th- c Jell Forte of Columbia has taken
speaker ,who was dressed• •in a _the national scoring leadership
Chinese -Costume gave an m- 'away•trom set-en-foot Wilt (The
sion on "Hong Koag."
teresting and itifionmaLae diacus- ' atm)
She It- ale strcrtg)h IA _a 211.4atunt _per-
Chamberlain of Kansas on
lastrated with mass, picture.-. laanance Wed, night against
souvenirs brought to. the United Yale.
States by her uncle who was •
prisoner of war in China. Forte's brilliant showing wasn't
, r enough to save his ttiarn from anThe Bible study . on "Jesus
t. for Yale notched a 103a87
was'irsion to 'take undispUted
go-en by Mrs. K81.1 Warming. 'session of second place in the Ivy
Mrs. 1A'orrning. chairman of the Leagui
circle, presided at the maeting.
But it did' g• ive the little LionMrs. Alfred Lindsey was the an average of 30.2 points perhosies.," who prepared and served passing the 29.8 mark heldthe Chinese dinner consisting 'of game,
by Chamberlain- who has been
chow :twine and tea. The favors a.
rio. 1 in the national! scoring pa-
were ' miniature umbrellas dee-
radealmost since the start of theorated with Chinese designs.
season.
Fifteen persons 'were present.
• * • • TW i) Other Upsets
Forte notched only nine points
Robbie Jo Parks in the first half Wednesday night,
To Be Married Ts 'then got 26 in the second half.
But Larry Downs' 31 points led
D. Skaggs-- N''are to victory. •
The engagement of Miss Robbie I Forte's feat took the national'
Jo Parks, Murray State College spotlight despite two other major
graduate of 1957, and Willie D. upsets, both featuring that or
Skaggs. MSC student, seas an- devil zo'ate defense.
flounced recently' by Miss Parks' Louisville, the nation's No. 8
parents. 0. 0. Parks of Lynn team and highestsranked bide-
Grove. and Mrs. Jimmie Lou pendent squad, Was handed its
Parks of Clay. second straight upset, 85-74, by
Miss Parks, who was graduated Morehead State of KontucIty andi
JAMBS C. WILLIAMS, Pi/BUSHER
We reserve the rigbt to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
w Pantie Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best
aterest of our readers.
.4ATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES WALLACE WITMER CO.. 138Ia
Monroe, Memphis, Teen.; 250 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan
Ava, Chicago; 80 Bolystoa -St.- Boston.
111311SICRalprillOK Lyng* By Cazrten in Murray, per week We. per and 
snoods' lie. In Callaway and adjoinIng counLes, per year $3.50; else-
where. $5.50.
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for trastmasuat a.
Second Class Matter
 - • •- - - -
THURSDAY - FEBRUARY 7, 1957
10 Years Ago This Week
Ledger and Times File
Mr. And Mrs. Kelso, Monticello, Ky., announce the
marriage of their daughter. Hays Ellen, to Mr. Sam
Boyd Neely, son of the late Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Neely of
Hazel.
Mrs. C, W: -Loyd?' Outland was honored with a
-household shower on Saturday. February 1, at the home
of her mother." Mrs.. Barnes Burkeen. by Mrs. Nadine
Lockhart . and, Miss, Euple Burkeen.
The honoree received many nice • and useful gifts.
Refreshments were  served to approximately 30 guests.-
• Funeral services were held Sunday.- January 2, at
2 p.m. for Mrs:. Cecelia P'Pool. 743. who died Friday
night at the home of her son, Roy P'Popl near Martin's
Chapel. • •
Survivors include a daughter: tiVo sods, six grand-"
children and five great-grand-children. in January with an area in art.
The entire library of the Irvan S. Cobb Book Club Is
-7id.' Ohio in the-&•itieffer -runs-
-connectibii-withthe regitrar Murray High library, it was ior High School.
revealed yesterday. Mr. Sleaggs. son of Mr. and Mrs.
The collection consists of approximately 450 books Harry Skaggs of Mayfield, is
and is valued at more than $1,000. a freshman business administra-
Miss Frances Williams of Murray and a graduate of I non student.
Murray State College is full time librarian at the school.. A J,ine wedding is planned.
to be housed in Murree s. High 
SChninri-a-nd-Cfperated---iis currently teaching at Spring-
Canisius, ranked No. 11 natidnal-
-Iy. fell short in a late rally .and
bowed to Maitqueite-in-a--ibRIler
at Milwaukee. 81-80.
Morehead used a :two-three"
version of the zone against Louis-
ville and forced the high-ranked
Cardinals to commit a bushel of
fouls. It also held six-eight Char-
as per word for onis day, minimum of 17 words for 50c - Sc per word for th res days. Ctaanfaid ads are payable Is agyanost
FOR SALE
.AU TO FIRE. LIFE- and Inland ,
Marine insurance. Contact Wayne '
  Wilson. phone 321. ' ' M13C '
WANTED
WILEY TRAILER SALES. IC,A" • • 
. _
CLEAN COTTON RAGS. No
and 'Used ta ROOM -CouCH- makes. or zippers. Call 53. "'1'?'
city limits on highway 60 Wea bed. Good candition, nice slip- '
Phone 3-1271 • MSC CON er Don Karr. • 108,2 N 9th
Phone. 750-W.• is 
F8P I HELP WANTED
GOOD 80 -ACRE FARM.. 8 raorn./ WE HAVE FOUR NEW 3 bed- I s
hause. stock barn, tobacco barn: n."m bock homes located an MANAGER 
TRAINEE. Well es-
garage. and etc. About .8 miles Oigerent sertions of Murray. All tablishesd. consumer finance corn-
out on good rued aria school atiarantee_el to meet FHA afaioroval pans- has opening for 
young man
bus route'- A bargain and guazanteed an appraise! by
4 GOOD 'HOMES en highway. FHA a.- maah Cr more than'-ale
From a to 18 acres. All .."1-;-ese . price. Let us show you ,these
places well Ilcated and good , names withaist any obligation to
buys,. I s-•.u. We alit arrange a loan.
GOOD 2 BEDROOM home be-. . II Bitrr icu Real Estate Agency. call.neen college and high school. 48. nights ail! 1447 Hoyt Roberts
A bargain. Galloway In.suiance Oa 453 Bill Hall. F9C
and Real Estate Agency, Phone .._ . - --
1062. Home 15i-g. FiCi-RELIEF.,,for those TV tired eyes
- ..- as- -1; on aur 80' screen. See a techni-
.'100D US'aD upright pli..10 . Call ''I''r movie' this ,vekend at the
Jean Weeks. phune. 431,. 
Fac i Murray Drive .In Theatre. Enjoy
l yoursalf. yoa:11 - be glad you did.
two to choose fram. Nice uaed I
•••••,:rtnaa. , Sate ad Friday's Ledger F9CEXTRa. : 7•••_ r. 0•••••• 
vanity dresser, slightly used Sim- I
Tons coach. makes bed.- Used I
Furniture C..ompiiriatio_ _144,p•c..,l'EUR1/4Fn- 2 PrlOxs APT. asiatio Senate ! -•• •
-baby bed. complete. Exchange Of Regular-Meet
b"h-
l, 
bPhone 877. F8C private entrance. W P.
'Workshob Meeting
Held By Creative
between 21-29 years of age. Two
years of college work‘apreferred.
High school education aeceptable.
Must have neas appearance. nice
personality. awn an automobile
and be able to meet peaple Goodi
working conditions, paid vaca-
tion, group insurance and good
salary while training. Appoint-
ment for interview can be ar-
ranged by calling 1180. F8C
TEACHERS WANTED as part
time counselors for senior high
students in their awn ciornmunity.
-Kesann Technical Institute. 2;17












-The .Creative Arts Department
of-the Murray Woman's Club met
at' the club, house on Monday,
-January 28. for- the regular
workshop. '• .
New technics of repairing pic-
ture frames were presented by
Mrs. Henry Holton. She explain-
ed the new types of materials to
be used and thsase materials will
be available to the club members
to the next meeting for those
who desire to bring their articles
tot be repaired.
Mrs. Fred Gingles, temporary
chat-Man. presided at the meet-
ing in tne absence of the chair-
man. Mrs. V. E. Windsor.
Sikatidwieh lunches were brought
by the members for the noon
lunch. Beverages are .served by
the hostesses
Tarry Home Scene
ley Tyra, Louisville's All-Ameri-
ca candidate, to nine points dur-
ing the firat half while Moi ahead
was railing up a47-37 lead
Pouls Prove Downfall
Louisville actually outscored
Morehead In baskets, but More-
head get 43 free throw chances
and sank 33 while LouisAlle
canned -only IS •est----22-. Tyra ral-
lied in the second half a tad-
finished with 21 points, but Steve
Hamilton had 85, and Dave Kel-
leher 22 for Morehead to out-
shine him. It was laniiisville's
ond_straight:1oak-aad-fausi4h-its-
18 games.
Canislus was so baffled by
Marquette's zone that it sank
only 31 of 90 she's, but even so
ataged a superb rally that almost
wiped out a seven-point deficit
in the last minute. Six eight
sophomore Mike Moran led Mar- •_. s
quette with 34 points and soph
Jim McGoy had 23.
In other leading games: Car-
men Riazzas tip-In with 14 sec-
onds left gave Dayton a double-
overtime, 68-67 win over M'AIT11
of Ohio; Bowling Green pashed
-its record to 12-5 with an 83-75
victory over Loyola (111.1; Temple
downed Villanova, 81-72; Colgate
beat. Cornell, 75-83; Princeton
whipped Rutgers. 69-53; Pennsyl-
vania nipped Brown, 67-68; Army
beat Albright.. 90-74' Navy edged
Penn State. 53-48aand Washing-
ton (Mo.) ! beat gortland. 72-65.
Two high - ranked teams are
scheduled tonight: 10th - ranked
_Thwa SVate against. Dka-snd
15th-ranked Wake Forest against
South Carolina.





The Iife4sie Houston Service
Club of the Supreme Forest
Woodmen Circle will meet at
(Continued from Page One)
was not ifilown -whether the
boiler was exploded by the pris-
oners or because of lack ed
the home of Mrs. Robert Young, atternion. Lights went out ini-
Benton Highway, at seven-thirty mediately.
o'clock.
• . . •• Destruction of the boiler ten
The Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Cantrel Jones at one o'clock.
a • • •
•Eriday, February 8
The. Ann ,Hasseltine Class of
the Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at 1114 home if Mrs. Ocus
Boyd at seven o'clock.
4 • .
The North Murray liomeinak-
el; Club will meet at the home
of Mrs. B. J. Hoffman at one-
thirty o'clock.
• •
The W.S.M. of the Poplar
Springs Church will meet at one-
thirty o'clock at the. church. A
missionary film will be shown.
The Willing Workers Class of '
the Memorial Baptist Church will I
meet at the home of Mrs. Will
Ed Thornton at seven - thirty
o'clock.
Sunday School Class of.
• • • 
•rsThe office of the You
Women's 
ng i
the First Baptist Church will
meet, at the home of the teacher,
Mrs. E C. Junes, South Tenth
Street,. at seven-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
Saturday, February 9
The Captain Wendell Our y
chapter of the DAR Will meet in
the home of Mrs.. W. Pa Roberts
at two-thirty o'cleck. Mrs. Roy
"Devine will. be -FORIEistes. Note
change of meeting place.
• It *
. • Monday, February 11 •
The Euzelian Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist church
wall meet at the home of Mrs..
H. C. Chiles at seven-thirty
•Mrs. N. S. -Bucy's group
will be in charge.
the prison without heat and
temperatures inside dropped be-
low freezing.
The governor said more than
40 demands by convicts for im-
provement of penitentiary ;ton-
dilions ranging from 'Tater
food preparation to ,establishment
of a convict-edited newspaper
- would not 15-e considered until
all hostages had been released. n
- Hundreds-of -windows--were
smashed - in pure destructive-
ness or to provide ventilation
as smoke poured in from fires
ignited by the convicts at a
guard station in the rear of
• • • •
tar this week. * • • •
The 70 man squad which Murray Star chapter Na. 433
greeted Coach Jim Cullivan Mon- Order of the Eastern Star will
day is the largest spring practice its regular meeting at the, _dock;
group of recent years, according Masonic Hall at seven-thirty o'-
to the _coach. ,
The Pleasant Grove Hornakers
Club will, meet with Mrs Toy
rancTon at-ren earock.
Bad weather, which 'changed -4's-- 4 4 • •
the scheduled (•pefling of Mur- Tuesday, February 12 -
ray' State's football practice to The Pottertown Homemakers
Monday, Feb. 4. has allowed Club will meet witn Miss Dela
only one day of practice so Outland at ten o'clock. a!
• • • ,Included in the squad are .




before, and about half of these! (Continued from Page )rie
are transfers, Cullivan indicated.
. usually associates with the pull-
After ,• a few days of -practice a"ing of a loose tooti.
who. reported for duty were Phil
Chesser, second-team All-Cial-
ference Center. Jere Stripling, 
One of the family cats met a 
.I udden demise this week whenfirst team All-Conference quer-
an autamabile severed all of histerback. and J. D. Burdin, a nine lives at once..
starter for three years in the
tackle spot.
However we still have two
Others included Don Jahnaon, arid a cat left. ,
halfback; Richard Utley, hal,-
back; Benny Bradley, Halfbaca,
Dick Stout, halfback; guards 
rriMarlin Henley. Cletus Cagle. Ab gemonth it will really be -go ing
Davis and Jim Mills.
'Right now it looks like 'we're
short' at center, quarterback, and
tackle and strongest at guard,"
said Coach Canis-an in looking
over. the material situation.
dogs
Politics is breaking out all over
the place and by this time next
•
It is enjoyable to many people
out the candidates involved are
not too amused because they are
spending their good money try-
ing_ to. get elected.
,At the newt meeting theosouad
will_ divided into tv•o groups. Smallest took a tumble down the
One group will contain the ex- front church steps the other Sun-Dulaney, 1112 Oli••••• Ph 1123-W. !Continued from Page 01.)Mios Larune Tarry awned her perienced men from last 'year's day and we .thought he h a dF8C home on South Twelfth Street varsity; the othar will have tran- cracked his head, but he only
 ern Kentucky's flood - savaged *for me meting of the Business sfers, Members of last year's had a little scratch on his finger.
Opportunities 
• 'awns. snapped. "1 d••n't think 
'Missionary 
Circle of the Woman s squad not included in the !first He attributed his good fortune
thata any •,f his business," when Society of the First group, and -those wanting to -17 to the number of folks coming
  1asked if he %%amid accept But- I Baptist Church held on Mondit3'• out.
I
• - out which cushioned his fall.
"Little time will be spent in
conditioning." said Coach Culli- I aces. Wimberly, is recuperating
van. "We enaetirage the boys from his broken hip Which he
to stay in , indition during the suffered just before Christmas.
off season." The squad will get Diop by and see him.,
Into contact work within a few
days, he •saiu. We thought Joe's garage was on
a The Thoroughbreds are allow- fire - this week •when we saw
etr 20 days- Of actual practice smoke coming out from under
In spring by !the NCAN rules the eaves, but  investigation prov-
The 20 days must be a part. of ed that Uncle 'Dave was just
'Cause he refitsed lo support me Robert Jones. 13Q "working • days" (excluding smoking some meta
when I ran for governor. He •
wa Mss Lorene Swann,tildn't even eame acrass ttas chairman 
Saturday and Sunday) following •
i
st the circle, presided at he 
the "netting of practice. . • The W. Z.. Carter School has set
river:* Butler is . from South
Bend, Ind. 8.
E Bus,
FOR LEASE. Law Rent adadern
eel's ice station Two bays. good
,§t••rage roam large sales roam.
Tile restroom -Low capital need-
ed. Flight person can make $5000
SlialOti 'per ear Write - Paul
lees challenge.
-I don't have any invitation
from him to attend the meeting.
I'm a member of that commit-
tee. All I.want I., know from,him
Jones Fairlaa-n Apartmena N. wnen they -are going 
ti, meet,-. 
dl11. Paducah. Ky., •,r phone after Chan er said.
SIP; P 5-6085 of phone Mar- Referring to earlier criticism of
ray 64u-M... ..„ FIX-I-Butler. Chandler added. "When I 
latfa
_
ohm reall seas be-
MEN'S and LADII% WATCH
TRADE-IN SALE
ELGIN and BULOVA
- All Are New Style Watches -.,
LIBERAL ,ALLOWANCE
For Your Old Watch







He did, appear at the
Jeffersion-Jacksan Day dirmer at
(Louisville last March when Cle-
ments We% ah annatinced Senate
candidate'
Clements Widneslay for the
first time partially blamed Chan-
aler';jar his defeat and that of
former G••,. Lawrence W. Weth-
erby•
! •
; "The porpose• of the Sens;te.
!Demaera ac Campaign Committee
'and my acceptance of' the-asost
es---esseautoso citrecturoisi_to elect
I l)tanacriaic no-Inbers af the 'Sen-ate,,, in ,,,'/Ilitfte :.ea • ." Clernents
'aid statement here
"By hi,' ,taternent • the gover-
nor apparently is o n fraara inter-
ested in helping !me ta do thia
than he was in helping to elect'
two Deniacratio aeration in Ken-
tucky in 11156." he added.. .
Of B. W. Circle
February 4, at seven-Isfteen o'-
clock in the evening,
'Like A Watered Gardert" was
the theme of the Royal Service
program' presented with Miss
:Vanda Gibson in charge. Miss
!Gibson also gave the devotion.
Those taking part in the pro-
gram were Mrs. John Adams,.
Miss Tairene Swann,• and Mrs.
•
During the social . hoar re-
; freshmants were served by ,the
Ihosteaseia. Mass Tarry and M•a,
-Betty Ligon Thirteen members
, were present.
•
• a+- • ••• • am .
Personels
MR. and -Mrs. Paul Harvey Al-
barnathy of Murray Route One
are. the parents of a son. Dat id
..lef fcrsun, wittkhing seven tx•und•
12 1• 'ounces. ' barn - "iiFriday,
Janiaary 25. at the Murray 'Pa-
lmal. - . ,
Debora Ls-nn is the name cha-
sen by Mr and Mrs. William B
Beane of Murray Route Tlifee
for their daughter, weighing see.:
ep. 'pound§ three winces, barn






Sanaa practice will be con- out a number af new shade trees.
eluded with the aanual Blue- may were palled to the ground
White gamt. which Is axpected iduring the ice storm, but now
-Co be played in Cutchin Stadium ea
-round the midale of March. 
inave been set -upright again and










V IR GI N I A
TENNESSEE / N.-CAROLINA
I Met Eph Huie's father the other
day for the first time He gets
around mighty good for his 81
'years.
The day is tint compl;te at the
Ledger and Times until Uncle
George Pittman comes in for his
paper His has been a regular
customer for the., past ten years.
!and things dint fit in fur a corn-
' plete day until lie Comes in for
his copy. .
Mr. and Mrs: Loyd W. Horn,
1806 West Main Street. announce
; the birth,.of a rimpthier, Carol
ARROW POINTS to Bishop, Va.. Diane. weghing seven pounds
where a gas explosion killed yl.i ounces,. horn on. Tuesday.
tutu miners and trapped an January '29, at the Muer/rya-Hans
estimated 40. Tatra will be no oat. Horns hive a son,
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the prison and in a linen store-
rovm.
C - '-
Thousands ot dollars In dam-
age was caused • as plumbing
was 'ripped out and other turn-
ishings of itrer'• hrightly painted
cellblocks ruined.
Twelve civilians, including stu-
dant teachers from B rI h a ri,'•
Young University and athletic
coaches from nearby high schools; A
remained in the prison until'
after mjdnight. They were not .
threatedear, but feds well and '
finally released.
A STRANGER
BURLINGTON,- Vt. - an -
Ferry boat captain Everett Tur-
ner has made some 10,000 tri'pa
ta;oen his home port -here and
Port -Kent, N. Y. Asked what
he thought of the terminus across
Lake Champlain, Turner said. "I
don't know; I've sever been
ashore there.
Salesman Wanted
Experience not hecessary, but must be neat in
appearance and be able to furnish good refer-
ences.
• Good starting salary plus commission
• Must have late model car
• We ear allowance
• Two weeks paid vacation
• Hospitalization for you and family
• Free retirement
This is-a permanent job. and exclent chance
foradvancemen41Noil will be completely train-
ed b? -our' Sales,.Managar: Territory will. be
-Itturr,ty and su n-ou nd ins- Area: Illiki+istan. sìE).tit k
must be willing to work and interested in
* 
a
permanent position: • .






1952 PONTIAC 4-dr. Hydramatic.
1952 FORD 2-dr. Radio and Heater.
1951 FORD -2-dr. Sharp!
1951 STUDEBAKER 4-dr.
1951 CHEVROLET 4-dr. New tires!
--MI-CHEVY- Crab 'Coupe. 34,000' miles.
195.0 CHEVY 2-dr. Good motor! e- •
1950 FORD 2-dr. Kentucky license.  
1949 FORD with overdrive.. ."
1951 FORD Pickup.
WE WILL TRADE FOR ANYTHING ANYWHERE
And At The Same Time
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
Lampkins
Motor Sales








ON OUR STAGE --













































































Shop Belk-Settle Co. During Dollar Days and Save -
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY PAGE THRElk




3 For $1 .00




























12 Rolls $1 .00






Men's White - Full Size
HANKERCHIEFS





LL Stars & Stripes
SHEETING
22c yd.















1 • Full Cut • 77
















— Regular $2.95 V -LT •
Con.ipii4ely washable. °
Dozens O.,styles and faboic:;
to choose 'f -om.
-Sizes for all ...
.-Juniors  9 to 15
Misses  12 to 20
Half  14 to 24,•2





























Look II bat You Can Still Buy for Less Than A Niekel
th?NOTION SALE
YOUR c CHOICE
• Pocket Ceeeit  4c • Jill. Mortd•  Ic
• Dress C•rwIt•  44 • Cie k • C   4,
• Were P.rts   4, • Prot Cl •  Ic
1,4 SztsFa.s4t4ewetyrsi, ....k. 444: • Screw Dro•en  
• Thumb Tricks 
• Poch"' Heelers  •c
Ic
• PO, Csashicons Ic
 Ic • Plows, Begs .. ...... 4c
: illthYT 'pp' •."•  Ic
Dessert D.ikes  
I• • Doer Srops
4c • Pecs, Blades  Ic
Sett.. Ihr.d.ng  4 . • Powder Putts  alc
Elesstc 114•elts . ., . . .. 4c • Plest.c Bowls . .  4c.
TS .:..k :1 ::  !Ts:$7:711.1  
Aas • Pleshc Stager Sc..,. .. 4,
  Ic • Vont H•141eIll .... 4•




Ic • boce Tumblers 
• • Wh,sk•• tAtags  
Ic
Ic
P"Acre•r1 Bettors  4. • Address Seeks  "c
Ct.* 1.41e, s7e. , s " 
 Ic • P•Itcre WI...sties
4c • kiereeeorc•s 
Ic
  Ic
Plast,c Tot, s Ic • Plestst Were  Ic































JUST ARRIVED!! ANOTHER TRUCKLOAD
COLORED
DISHES
• BLUE •• BLACK
• PINK • CHARTRUSE
• YELLOW • WHITE
• GREEN • WINE
• BROWN
Now Is The Time To Repl4ce Those Broken Dishes!
1 0 
ea tO ea
• CUPS • SAUCERS
i• LUGS • FRUITERS • CREAMERS • SUGAR BOWLS
•
• MIXING BOWLS • CEREAL BOWLS • SALT-PEPPER
• PLATTERS • SALAD BOWLS
• PICKEL DISHES • BUTTER DISHES - Etc.'
























































United Press Staff Correspondent
'HOLLYWOOD A few
months ago a shy. quiet Chi-
nese girl arrived In Hollywood
ebid in the silltrth gown—or-7
homeland. Her ebony ,hair hung
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Alibi-Ult.:
and sons :Were Sunday dinr.):
guests of Mr. and Mrs: Bud.:
Carroll Sunday. Little Miss Dian.
Carroll returned home from .•
weeks !visit with her gran.:
parents and uncle, The Jim Al,
brittens.
Mr. and Mrs. Hliton Williar
:and daughters w e f e Sun&
evening guests of Mr. and Mr
A. W. Simmons.
Very sorry to hear of -
many deaths last week. 0. . -
sympathy extended to each ar.
all of you.
Miss Pattie Hill spent ..
weekend at home. Bubbo h.,
not. been , some from Hend.er-
for three weeks, miss him.
Larry _and Don. Cued.
turns staying nights with M4
s4Peak Eng-1 and Mrs: Hampton --Cniti3-4-un'lash " and -buying more American the Hills get h-011„,..
clot" Mr and Mrs. Brent Morr
Ssh already has learned quite a 
: ' 
---,-bit of Ehglish, but our siang still 
tr41,..._T-choiL4rildren: visited arstr. ,,4. car.
lies her up-. buriday afternoon. --
Sunday. January., 27. Mr. E
Mrs. J. T Taylor, Mr. and M
Buford Barton and son w•
cowboy boots and a red and dinnner guests of Mr. and ..M:
white checkered shirt. George Linville.
'Whenever I am at the studo I Mrs. Joe H. Curd: Mrs. N.
ios-et drop ri theft and wateh Wilson. Mr. and /firs. J.
all the surprised heads turn to SimmonS and sons, Mrs. Jr
see a Chinese girl in cowboy Allbritten and grand daught)r
clothes,-  she said. Diana Carroll. Mr. and Mrs. A
  W. Simmons. Mr. and Mrs. Hemp-
.. -- -•••7A ton Curd and Mr. and Mrs.
Hardy Miller visited the Lir -
.!-44 ,i" .s vine's through' the week
;ie.. Sunday: afternoon and evening
. . Carl Wilson. Jesse Key: and
Red 'Alton- are in Alabama cot*
hisig Hope is isn't raining as
it hard there as here.
Jim Alibi-':en a n d George
••414 Linville are gone to Clarksville.- .
Tenn.. today (Tuesday: for to-
bacco of Mr. Allbritten's tobacco.
Mrs. Trellis Sti)ne returne-7
home Sunday (min a visit w
; her uncle Tom Coleman, a'
wife in Paris while recuperat.4
;I hope she stays better.
, 4. Bc0. John Brinn will pre
I ' here Sunday morning at 11 A M .
. evening service it 6 P M.. Bible
I Study 4 Sunday School) . at 10
A.M. Wednesday night. Bible
Study at 6:30 :P.M. Also Bro.
Porter King will preach for us '
each 4th Sunday at • 11 A.M.
Aft'are invited- -to all services. -
A . real treat for .,the grow:
hog if he likes sunshine, an•
if old signs are true more wint,
in store 'for us. The 2nd w.!
---"beiiiiTirtiT-disY, but rein plent!
ftil since. Hoping for some wh) •
to her shoulders and she could our cops are needing it sit
speak only a few----words of Eng--/suminer, 
lish. We that were thinking Sur
The girl was Li Li Hwa and day night 'till Tuesday afterno
she had come here from Hong -we were having such a ha:
Hong: where - - her • name rank. t dice,-no -lights: heat, 'water-, V..
with that of Marilyn• • Monroe:- -should! have been so thank!! .
Audrey Hepburn and Kim Novak.' but we didn't know of the fh.e..•
In her own quiet way she had !etc. at the time. We cooked ! •
achieved greater stardon in Asia ) our coal and oil heaters a:.
than any other acctress. So dear used our - old kerosene Ian-
to the hearts of her countrymen./ until At makes us appreciate (4..
had she become that! they called , electricity more and more.
her "Shaome," pronounced like I No serious illness, several col!
"balmy." This means Tittle kit- and complaining - with muse
ten" in her native tongue. ailments for the past two week
She is under contract to Cecil Mr. and Mrs. Lassiter"' It
B. DeMille. and his assistant pro- are vacationing in Florida f
ducer on the recently completed two weeks. report their tr..
"The Ten ,Commandnients," Hen- later.
ry Wilcoxon. Mr. and Mrs. I.- E. -Allbritio:
Cowboy Clothes and Mrs. N. L. Wilson visit:: :
"The first thing Miss Li has to in Murray Sunday afternoon.
do is master the English lang-
uage," said Wilcoxon, "Once she
has done this I am strre she will
become a very popular star here."
Wilcoxon said her first film
could be "The, Buccaneer" which
Yul Brynner, a star in "The Ten
Commandments." will direct for
-We haven't decided yet- 4w-fte-
ther or not there wsll be apart in
'the Buccaneer' suitable .for Miss
Li," he explained "As a matter
of fact, we're still working ..un
the script."
Li Li Hwa gets around Holly-
wood by taxi or has her friends
drive her. She said she hasn't
bought a car yet, but added-that-
she Would have to get one soon.
She said her imm-echate-41.1ase
Include "learning to
She gets a big kick out of drop-
ping into the Paramount Studio
commissary clad in levis. brown
MIS "'Little Boy" swintsult de-
signed by Nettie Rosenstein ot
New York, features unique por-
trait neckline and cao sleeves.
1 WALKS UN•NARROW PATH
•' —
i DETROIT ttP — Peter .S'
' 50. said today he was charg,
and booked by. police for trying
to promptly pay a fine for
jay-walking.
Officers, who said he had
! attempted bribery, reported _Stine
tossed a 620 bill at them when
they handed -him the ticket.
CROWN PRINCE ON DUTY
4,
SWEDEN'S CROWN PRINCE Carl Gustaf makes his debut as a traf-
fic cop outsidS his school In Stockholm. Policeman is Erik Eng-
strom, traffic education clue!. • "international Scntndphoto)
• . , ,:30.••••• if40•••••••••••.••••.wirwriljaill.4•••••••;•ft
•11
•
-•••••••••-• . _re 444.•••
EARLY JUNE


























































SMOKED - SHORT SHANK
Picnic Hams
• 6 to 8 Lb. Average

















































12 by 25 ft Roll
29c
BUSH
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44. •
Oil ions which set the stage fir
!heart attacks, ...strokes" or heart
failure; drametie new gains in
techniques of diagnosis. preven-
t ion, treatment and rehabilitation Educationand even greater achievements





THE LEDGER & ,TIMES MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Kentuckians already art bene- Plan Studied
fitting from many of the findings
through the work of the Ken-
- .- lucky Heart Association and its
local and regional groups. Guer-
tent pointed out, bat much more
money is needed. -
He urgei full backing of the
1957 Heart Fund and the topping
ot Kentucky's minimum goal of
$250,000 by essizeable 'slim".
ITe--iteted that special gifts eel,
lections and door-to--door "Heart
Sunday" marches on February
24- by volunteer workers will
supplement the general campaign
in most Kentucky counties.
TRAIN TICKETED
CONCORD Mass. --API-- A
railroad train got a traffic ticket
here: •Police Chief Robert E7
Kelly ordered the action because
the train blocked a highway at
a grade crossing for 15 minutes.
The law. imposes a five-minute
limit on such train stops..
NOTICE
A hearing will be held beginning at 9:00 o'clock a. m. Tuesday,
February 26, 1957, by the Public Service Commission of Kentucky,
at its offices at Frankfurt, as to the reasonableness of the
following rate schedule (being the same rate schedule now uniformly
_in effect in all exchange areas wherein it is now furnishing dial
service) which the West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative
Corporation, Inc., of Mayfield, Kentucky, propoees to extend and
epee in effect upon completion of construction of telephone systems
for which its has heretofore made application to said Commission
for certificates of convenience and necessity for authority to con-
struct and operate or upon completion of a portion thereof and the
placing of the same in operation:
RATE SCHEDULE
Class of Pay
Service 1 -party, 2-party 4-party party (a) Station Extension
$a•00-- $7.2.5 - $7 .00-a---.411.011414-
Residential _Ala_ 4.00 3 75. Loct
Mileage (c) .70 .40 .20 -
1 (a) 
Flat-rate for operating area.
(b) Guarantee basis.
''"/ lc) Per N mile or fraction thereof.
Application to the Commission for approval of the extension
of said rate schedule is being made for all telephone services pro-
posed to be rendered by the undersigned in portions of Calloway.
Graves, and Marshall Counties, Kentucky (including but not limited
to the towns of Lynn Grove, Harris Grove, Kirksey, Hardin, and
Pilot Oak, and surrounding areas and to the West Plains-Clear
Springs. area) as shown on maps thereof heretofore file with said








• Heart research, which already
has produced -"amazing achieve-
ments" in curing diseased hearts
and saving lives, promises even
greater disaoveries if public sup-
port of Heart Fund activities
can be.. stePsPCSLAIPThis etate-
rasiii- free) "Jackson D.
-A:errant:- 17atfeffre-;"-ai " t 1-957
fund drive which he heads in
Kentucky git into full swing.
The campaign lasts through Feb-
ruary.
Guerrant cited as research
achievements the prevention of
rheumatic .feeer, the forerunner
of rheumatic heart' disease • pre-
vention of bacterical infection
of ihe heart lining. formerly
.V.Inost 100 per cent fatal: surg-
- -ea- repair -eonsienital heart
defects and darn to heart
salves; replacing see, !sns of di-
seased blood vessels with artery
grafts. and !incline tw drugs
to lower • blood in sure.- thus'
helping many thousands. •
"Continued Heart Fund Sup-
port:" he declared. "will make
it possible . to predict. the dis-
covesy of the underlying 'causes
4 high blood preisure and co-
nary artery diseases — con-
Four Level
By GERALD 130WKETT
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON— ltr —School
officials are considering putting
District of Columbia high school
pupils on a "four-track" program
rather than try to route all the
eroulagsters .duwnthe_same sato,
lastic road. •
The present high school pro-
gram makes little a,jlowance fon
the above-average or slow pupil.
As a result- there are many stu-
ldents in District schools unable
to do the work at the grade level
to which they are assigned .
The "four - track" program, as
outlined be. Carl F. Hansen, as-
sistant school Superintendent, is.
regarded. by many as a solution
•
The wild boar has been .ester-
minated in England for more
than three, centuries but still may
be found in some of the dense
forests of continental Europe.
to this problem. and official rea-
tion to it is generally favorable.
Under the program, a student
would be assigned to one of four
courses of study, depending on
'ability and ,interest.
Some Approval
The student of more than aver-
age ability planning to go on to
college would be enrolled in the
honors course. The aeerage stu-
dent looking forward to college
would be placed on the regular
course. The general cciurse is de-
signed for the average student 'not
planning on a college education.
The slow pupil would be assign
to the basic course where atten-
etion can be given to his special
needs.
Hansen likened his plan to a
'four-lane highway in that it will
accommodate students progress-
ing at diffeient rates and _encour-
age each to du his best. • '
• Rep. Joel T. Broyhill (R-Va.)
a member of the House's District
of Columbia Committee, called
the Hasen plan eee good approach
the _problem." P&p. Dew It t S.
Hyde (R-Md.). also a member of
the committee, said the Man "has
some merit in that it apparently
would prevent the brighter child
from being held back in his ed-
ucational processes by those who
don't have his mental abilities."
John B. Gilleland, president of
the District Congress of Parents
and Teachers, said "It sure sounds,
like a good idea to me. It should
help us cover a lot of present
Commission. . problems"
'Stanford Acquires
Voto Collection The Chin"' Swim
STANFORD, Calif. —fin— The
personal papers and literary ef-
fects of the late historian and
critic, Bernard De Voto, have
been acquired by the Stanford
University libraries. •
Outstanding feature of the col-
lection is the author's vast 'cor-
respondence With leading figures
of literature spanning a 30-year
perion .Some of the letters will
have to be withheld from public
use until persons mentioned are
no longer living.
A Ise includede enema/11V_ ettearee_
than 5,000 volumes are manu-
scripts of DeVoto's -published
works as well as material still in
progress at the time ef his death
last November. The full extent of
the collection will not be known
until it is shopped to Stanford
from De Voto's home in Cam-
bridge, Masschusetts.
William B. Ready, assietant di-
rector for acquisition of the Stan-
ford Libraries, said "the De Voto
library is a most significant col-
lection of Americana and will
greatly enrich Stanford's growing
program in American studies."
The purchase ,of the collection
was made possible by a gift from







' upeineearle sitineretrssand plant pipe. Willis a.-•• • •irrttld - abaft "
-lettuce-or -MK:as on:it. Nekt-fa t. the underground. suppte a ..ater .
rhey1T start the cfere-e:Siver agatn. lie? believes thsre is enough' to last ------------
mer- liVe-- 15 more years .if it 'never rains.
stock men have already harvested! Expenses run 'high on a farm
16.000 sacks of potatoes", 720 ' ett ibis type. It lakes from $60 'to
tone Of cabbage. 9.000 sacks (-if 1-$70 per acre te •geove carrots,
. onions and 75 tons of early car- ' $150' for petaloes, and $100 for
rots. Yet 1.6 he harvested are' 145 eabbajw.-flarveeting costseand the
Private Secretary 
of sb.r• • •1. that Me (tele-seed-met --of F prratimg fertilizer-comes
March t 31. The -ChamolipioCriBsS-Wiell ,. 
jackpot- with new farming. oper- to -yield 2,1/5 -tons and 10 !Rise' i'..tra. ,
de their first three shows 
- , - -•.But with a steel income of ie.700 •..,ri ; at.ions in the Texas Panhandle. of turnips .
film. • . 
They grossing nearly. a qtiar- Besides the - vegetable ' crops, per acre 'where cotton -.farming .
ter of a million dollars a year the farmers harvest cd 5,600 bus- • used to brtng irreente- $200 the • -
Beth Hope will host and pis- with their" ideas and have brought hels of barley 4(.140 acres (if ' partners think thee are doing alf-
duce a new TV -series, "Potee• a bright new outlook to agricul- land • pfter grazing 308 heifers -tight. 
-. ..
By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YOHE- — The channei
swim. . .
The new Marge and Gower
'Champion seiiee will- -replisee
Hall ot Fame" for next season.
The 30-weeker will be. turned
out with the cooperation 'of the
IntrTtialierrat Kei s a lion ur
Chiefs of Police.
-Climax" hat; rune Met some
script trouble With its projeeted
etramatization of the'., life id
cheredgrapher June Taylor.
heduled tor showing this month.
it's now been set, elf until late
Ma h • el April. Sh., • •
; Hprth and Cyd Charisse are :he
lead runners for the role.
Si
a
I a 1Merle Oberon series, packaged
by the CBS film division.
A. Lane, who however, feels the
Hansen plan does not go :to the
root ,of the 'school problem. -
'Lane, who recently recom-
mended mass demotion of slow
pupils to a grade equal to their
level of learning, 'said- that the
plan "is going to improve the'sye
tern perhaps to segregate pupils
according to their ability in each
grade, but the glade standards
are the basic thing." There should
be some gultantees, he said, that
an advance in grade level in-
dicates an 'advance in learning.
Lane blamed segreation for
the educational lag among stu-
dents in district school. Negro
children, he said, "have been the
victims of a segregated system in
which equal standerde in white
.and,. Negro
maintained . . . as a consequence
of integration we have united in
one class students of widely
varying •educational standing."
Lane conceded that there "could
be a clamor" against his plan to
' demote lagging pupils - "unless
colored citizens understand that
• this is the only way" to bring
about "a uniform school system
• with high standards in which'
' every child can make his way
Some Opposition without regard to his race o't
District COMMISSI!oner Thomas ' color
Really Full Suspension!
* Smooth gliding drawers, spring compres-
sors and guide rods.
* Construction in heavy guage steel, built
to last.
* Back file folders just as easy to get as those
in front.
Why Put Up With Cumbersome Files
When You Can Place One Of
These In Your Office
others to .... $83.75









Miss Taylor. incidentally, is
1 preparing a weekly TV show
for next season in which she'll
showcase t a I en fed youngsters
frem her Broadway dancing
i•01.
..BC-TV execs are ogling "As-
nment: Foreign Legion" fir
possible spring start —
"What's My Line" celebrates
its eighth birthday Areb. 3. . .Pat•
.Boone will take temporary leave
of the Godfrey shows after Feb.
1 to head for Hollywood and
, his first movie, "Bernadine.".,edine."
ABC-TV is cooking up a new
Sunday evening shoes tentative-
ly titled. Story of the Week.
Right • now, it's 'starting date
!looks' like Feb .3.
If you've got a talking dig.
wget in touch with Will Ral-
Jr. at CBS-TV — He'll pay
$500 for any pooch that , can
clearly pronounce a two-syllable
is•ord
• Fraechot Tone will star in
I the first episode of eelst Pre-
,cinct.- a projected CBS-TV se-
! ries. The initial show will be
slept in Manhattan's  Greenwich
etottVIllage.
"Omnibus" bps lined young
Sen. John F. Kennedy ID-Mass):
for the narrator role in a plan-
ned study of courage — The
show will bc based on Army
Mterviews with Kcrrean •War
MULESHOE, Tex. —41ff— Twe
u1-of-state,' cattlemen who wese
looked upon , as suckie-s which
they bought a 320-actlefarm near
here eight eears atgo fur use as
sa pernianent peatutestrare
, ft.:re litnasIthttirsz_sirecaot j.b,y)n raaisnidng•steinetaciki
!crops on land formerly used only
train crops.
•
The partners aye Bud Williams
sot 'Clovis, N. M.. and Morton
BOZ•kley, Des Moines, Ia. •They
'ire owners of the Bookley-Will-
tams Cattle Company of Clovi.:s.'
Their gross income this year
alone on the rebuilt farm is esti-
mated to total about $220,000. If
, expenses don't rim too high that- ,
'II be a sizeable return on the
original investment -el $50,000
, they shelled out for the property.
• The partner; manage this .fi-
nancial feat, despite a king-sized
Texas drought) by 'the use of
deep irrigation wells and by
growing two or three crops al
sear on every acre. .
• • _ Diversification
,For example, -this year. after
the .farm's 50 acres of potatoes]
• were harvested' I July,
Was sown in barley which is now t Williams said the .natural ter-
nets plan to graze it until Match thigh 'and that," with water; any-
tbeing grazed by cattle. The
then exercise an °Wean of-1thing can be gripes) . . ',-
cattle off and harvest 
"We could feed the world fro!:continuing to graze it or take thel
•is this part of the country if we had
4te," he said. ,crop. Either -way, they'll *plow
! The tarn) has three 1,0-inch
s. . eesman Herbert Mitj 
irrigation wells on it and one
I gang, author of the recent 
"Lin- rand. a half miles of underground
- -coin As They Saw Him." evil
sliest on the Will Rogers shes
Feb. 1. •
1 "Mike Wallace's Profiles." nes.
' half-hour interview show, se
sneer the ABC-TV starting gali
April 28. . .NBC-TV is hatchets.
, mother baseball spectacular .fi
--- • • _ —
Comic Jack E. Leonard; wh'
whittled himself down from 344!
to 210 pounds. "claims his friend:- •
are now gretting' each otte!
with: 
- e
"Anybody seen Leonard sines
• he split up'!"
on 'it over the winter. life, heifets
gained 240 Pound per head end
were  siert at marlsee.fqr 'et.)
,„aliAt4i,snd a do their neighbors, who
figured 'the two men as easy
ta pound, boosiing the farm in- fie the broken-di-eve: farm.
come be $14.748. s
Aod that's not all Tho partners
have- a eve It on ;me coroer of
the farm \there !bye ,can feed
out 2.5041 heat of cettle at a time
to choice grade. And the cattle
roperation, in turn, helps tiuin in
the vegetable operation.
e-Geste Are High.
Williams eetimated that 50 to
75 tons of fertilizer from the cat-
tle lots have ,been spread over
each acre of-the vegetable land in
in,, the last. seven years. As a re-
sult, the soil has such a high fer-
tility that it's .no longer profitable.
to grow ensilage arid grain crops
on it. Higher income' crops can be
grown on it instead and thus the
farmers can afford 4ei 'buy cattle
feed cheaper than they can raise
it.
Since Worle aVer II women au-
to drivers have in(•ruasee. 51 per
:Cie_ men less than 30.per cent.
At, one titnie litany years ago,
400,000 'llamas were engaged in














WANT A BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN?
D-X SUNRAY OIL CO. has rare'opporttfnify for
right man. .Future,: unlimited! 1)-X 'commissioned
agetwy now .open in Calloway County. Guaranteed.
in v -ttnent It. start_ small lin-vestment required.
-
WRITE OR PHONE 3-1982.
H. T. SNIDER
P.O. BOX 60.6 . PADUCAH, KY.
Here the bomb
MAT BAPCO/CE THE"
ftio w - ceViriet 117
Pee
This big high-stepping Chieftain started a revolution
with a carload of "firsts" and an eye-popping- price tag! •
The low-price held never looked like this before! The handsome husky you see light here has the I
boat still rocking witlemore power, • more wheelbase,- mOre loom—and iffoee sheer pride of
owneultip—than ever before possible on a well-trained budgell hist look'ct whatihey're making
room for now in the low-price lineup: a strapping 347 cu. in., 10 to 1 cornprtssion ratio'
Strato-Streak V-8 ... a whopping, road-hugging 122 inche<; of wheelbase and an all-new suspension
system for a P-evel-Line Ride that's next best thing to a magic carpet! And this streamlined
. beauty takes on the field with; more than six dozen "firsts"; all proved by 100,090 of the
roughest, toughest test miles a group of factsfminded engineers could devise! If this sOimds like a
wonderful buy—it certainly is! Our advice is to stop-dreaming and price I! At a cost less than a lot •••40.-
of the low-price jobs, this newcomer is making big-time btiyers out of former "all-three" owners! •„:„ -
_
Loweet-Prfood Series of

























Citizens Proud of Record,
Keep City in 'Safest' Class
By Jeanne Smith. Dodge Safety Consultant
SEVEN AND A HALF ARS without a single traffic fatality!
That's the enviable record of Two Rivers, Wis.. recently named by
the National Safety CeTuncil as one of the safest cities in the
country.'
Citizens of Two Rivers- were















Pezdera, chief of police in Tam.
Rivers. no single effort or ac-
tivity 'is ft•sporisibIe for his city's
erheuraele safety, record. Every
rese in the community contributes
to it.
"We tarry on a continuous
program of safety promotion
turoogh the local nev „papers
sand radio st t ions. Through
these mediums we inform our
citizens of any seasonal driving
and pedestrian hazards. Spe-
tie! emphasis is plaaed on an-
raial procraine sere as the
sefety-checLe. school op- .
t -.ne end holiday hazards.
sal..ty- is also the seb--
•eect as meetings of local elpbe
red civic organizations. Veit ef-
fort is made to "talk safety' whet-
. , tf the opportuniey presereei it-
£L,f."
The traffic cnrir.eeriny rind
y-coas departet, t- f Teo
contribute to tea SalAy
program by correcting and im-
proving road situations that might
constitute a driving hazard. Street
improvements are continually be-
ing riu.de and improvement studi„.S
are conducted:
•"Good roads. aell-paiatedleat.--
tic signs and street markings
help to redere accidents," Paz-
dera claims.
A cantinuons law enforcement
program is carried out in Two
Rivers. "I de not believe in 'drives'
or spurt enforcement,' says Chief
Pazdera. "A consistent • program
of enforcement, keeping the pea-
tic advised of the plans, intent
and purposes of police &part-
ment policies is bourd to be ef-
fective when accepted.
"Our drivers know that we in-
vestigate all accidents and that•
one of the purposes is to deter-
mine whether a traffic violation
eccerited They also know that if
a violation can be determined; an
arrest will follow. We .dmi try
to be unduly -"tough" but we do
try to curry out our responsibility
to protect all users of the streets
and hie:he-eye."
Muih tof the credit for the
safety record must go to 111 e el -
bers of the local safety courtee
according to Pazdera, who car-
ry on a contiouous public edit.
ration and promotion program.
And rilIch credit also must be.
given to the citizens of Two
Rivers who are proud of their
safety .record---eind who walk ena
drive accordingly.
L-ailest Dairy Fern Chore Becomes One
Of Easiest With New Mechanical Helper
By lite 'MILLER
Ferri Etc:et/Amnon Bureau
MechaMcal barn cleanyrsire on Lhoir way, but have not arrived as
---teirteartaittearey all of :the tatens-inetticee areas- whieh cars use _the- ate:.
tively. *SuCh areas covet most of the Country. with escept.ions foand m
many warm cliir.aties wh.:re cows are stabled only at milkng time and
where high pressure hales. are used for cleamr.g purposes_
Regardless _of the type used. some as 
kind of mechanical clear.e: :s esseri- 20 minates to more than 2 hours
Lai to the busy farmer v.ho v.-ants I daily. The average :rime required for
to save tirr.e and effort. The hardest 'Otis chore. without barn cleaners,
job on a dairy farm is manure re- ' was 54.2 minutee3_ When cleaners
moval. On many farms the barn were instal:ed the time was reduced
-cleaner is used every day of the4 to an average of 13.2 minutes. •
year. freq,:ently twice da:ly. The o.1-the-larm pictures below
Acceptance of the barn or gutter , provide an idea of the versaLlity of
cleaner has not been as rapid as the modern' barn cleaner. In the
Isopedr. wes et latrprising, hoe,- eteariers instated di each
many agricultural engsneers hads 
of separate 
upper left we see the dumping end
ever. because most rew devices are i gutter of a .2-gutter barn. Manure is
often slow to "catch on." And., then., removed from the barn and dropped
it has taken um, to develop cleaners into a wt.r.g sp. eader The twee,
to fit a'.I barns Prc-ent •ypes .now :tett picture thews a newly built bull
usgd_oz_siogl. or. double_iLut- tarn in wh.ch 3 b.rn cleaner has
ter bents, as well as in harre whiehl-beere ir.stalted—as well be noted in
may ha,.. threa gutters or which the picture at the upper . Heir The
are of L-shaped eonStruction. ipicture at the encere eget shows the
ecA rent surl:ey of more than 600'i installaton of a conveyor which
ea.ry farms with herds ranging from , carries Mar.are from Me -3arn
10 to 100 cows. s teatetrie spent ,eleaeer in •a grounad level barn to a
In cleaning b„rns by hand runs from ;spreader.
LIKE A CYPRUS TERRORIST
IP*"
"!"It ee:sere 411
A IRATISH p. rao..te fr a a mask and beret
wttich once belonged to an Etika tereereet, at Platres. Cyprus. On
tratt,ts reflection of armut and arritnunedion captured in raids on
terrerist rideotitif. The raids reeulted capture of abeut half









THE LEDGER & TIME'S — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
•
British Agnostic Looks At
Religious Revival In U.S.
By LOUiS CAta3ELS ii churchesglee! ifMe
United" Psees Staff Correspondent are to be leaders, 'jot xiliare•
WASHINGTON 4' --A British etunmanders-in-chief, not m
egnestic has taken a 'long lank tolerated chaplains.",
at America's . religenis revival. Slogan sug,"os- that, -a
His conclusi,in. -.which is eennirk- Heal itssi" of the depth of *el.-
:lee sender to that of some lead- ca's revival is now in the making
, 1 S. theologians. is that it is in this .SMtth-.-:'he area in wh ch
p: nese genuine, partly. superficial. "r.,rgonzed religions is stronges "
One ef the question:" raised by • -If fits" years from now, _
ef. D. W. Brogan of Cambridge . segregation in .the churches • 1st
L tUe ensiles is vehteher American I not pretty nearly complete I
are worshipping -God. or an idol ahell take the liberty of doule
cal ied -the American way of ' the existence ofa great spin
life." His own impression. based , upheaval. If the Catholic bise•
..trareeeeetene-meeta4ieres-4atte--4• --theserreethr Tefertlialikee7Tif relfraff
United States last year, :s that a say. Nest Orleans, before, a strike •
great deal of what passes for "re- of their white faithful, e shall
boon" in America today is es- be distresstrd but ',hail agein be
eentially "political" rather than driven to doubt."
'spiritual in character.
• eThere is a Marked identifica-
non ef 'religion' with 'American-
lam'." Brogan writes in tte Feb-
ruary issue of Harper's: Megazire.
re also notes as concerned
U.S. church leaders base noted—
• a tendency to emphasize the use-
fulness 01 religion, as .̀ a comfort-
elernent in personal life and of the school The meeting




On, Friday, January 18. „e •
Juituor conservation club of Fat-
on &Aro.] met the music iii
t The coreerva plae.geHas Similar Verdict 4
given by the group. The roll
Brogan's verdict .on this dis- esieweeed mocibers.
position to treat religion as a New and old business stas
emeeris -to an end puts h:rn in the discuased. Varities que..tiohe were
company of Dr. EUge'nes Carson , answered. Slides on archery. were
Blake. president of the Nanette: rhown and discvssed.
• Corancil of Churchest•heologian The group was happy to have
Reinhold„Neibuhr. and other, dis- • Mr. J. 0. Reeves, game wareeir
tinguarhed American ministers. and Mrs. ()tittle Grogan., teaches!
eChristianity may be the most . as visitone
this-skorldly of the great roll-Bandy
gionse' he writes. -But it is for ,
less wordly than the world. Its .
aim can net be reduced to pro-
_ clueing peace of mind, to creating
national unity. to providing a
subetitute for Communist faith.
te being an ettra arm of the
'Voice of America.' a remedy for
child delinquency, or easy di-
vorce."
He cites the insertion of the
phrase. "under God." in t h
Pia-4e of Allegiance to the Flag
as an example of "deliberate en-
egatien of Clod with the Amen-
cin 'way of Wee"
When Lincoln spoke el Amen-
ea as a nation under Ged. Brogan
says... he was thinking of "the
sebmissien ef the American was
of life to the judgment— to the
possible condemnation'.' --e of an
all-railing. Gede:But. he suggests
that modern Amencens • "o'er:
eidem" regard the time-honored
phtase in that tight
Recalls Wernerte
- f his recalls Dr. Blake's re-
peatesi ',earning thag ore ef the
eangers ,of quating religion with
national loyalty is that' we may.
eome to regerd God as our .serv-
ant. rather than vice-versa.
: Brogan is not one ef those
British inteilectitals who aut..-
matically -sneer at twerythine
• American. He is. or. the centran,
a greater admirer of 'his el:Jur -
ry. vt.h._ich he has visited 20 time.:
in the past 32 years. His pent-
, 'rating. syns;•w.hetic books about
S life heve won him a repu-
- ition as -the foreigner w h
knows America better thar most
.-A;nericans
; Although .he labels himself an
egnostic. he is clear!y of t e
ee.rtion lhat what America need
is not less religires. but a deepe,
' kind of religious belief.-
"Shocked fear- of the insecure
t and _ atom-- threatened world in
which we live may bring people
into churches, he says, but it is
net a substitute foragenuine con-
vict ion. .
Need Devine Plan
"The belief in God bred by
fear in lea-holes is not wha' the
United States needs; something
tougher. more firmly based on
belief in a. devine plan fer 'human
'tilt br• rt-mi;red ;,rrt
Potterean, Reportet
NOW THEY'LL KNOW
NIAGARA FALT.S. N. Ye----Gt—s
Motel rates will be published for
the first time in this tourists'
mecca. William A. Deady, three,.
tor of the local c invention and
visitors service, said thfi action
was necessary it,, do gray wet-
inequities and complaints which




Jaurez. 34 and his British
heiress-to-$20.000,0o0-bride, tne
former Fredeilks 8:gr.:A. 17,
cut their wedding cat.. in the
Dommic nh r( L: IA I " resort of
Bo, a Ceice They met r. eently
lit Naesati Eridagroom is from
New Yonre. (inteeliatiouat)
YES, HE WkS WITH BEDWELL
WILLIAM C. WILLINGHAM, 2n. brought from jail to the Ciernes
„]sterri in(1,1,..-,t in Chicago, points .to Edu ard titenrael
figie.vell as he admiis ,listing made a round of skid row taverna
Be(h.vell lteduell had' nar.-icdWilltnghain sai his comparion
in several dais of consprttrg with the trident Barbara, 13, and
Patricia, 13, before their ,node letodevi were found. WI:tie-gleam
denied ever hating viei erten the eistets. A monkey wreneh was
teruva en into Beih ll's admission, w rr'si . hoever, whi a medical report
said the 'girls were dead Within Bit* hours of the time thPy di:t-





































ALMOND NUT COFFEE CAKE . 49c
Brown 'N Serve CINNAMON ROLLS pkg. 29c
9
AVONDALE SLICED or HALVES






Kroger - 16-oz. can
CHILI & BEANS
Kroger Cherry - 10-oz.
JELLY
Packers - 303 cans
PEAS  2
Kraft Mellow Sliced - 8-oz.
CRACKER BARREL 37c
Kroger Miniature - 10 1 1 -oz.
MARSHMALLOWS 25c
Packers - -303 cans
29c GREEN BEANS 3 cans 35c
Packers - 303 cans
25c TOMATOES 2 cans 25c
jar Swanee Colored
25c FACIAL TISSUE 2 for 39c
Kroger - 4-oz. can




EGGS . doz. 49c,
TATOES RFns
FANCY TUBE
TOMATOES  • tube 23'
Bag




, 10 p.m. Thursday — KFVS-TV
Mayrose Large - Fresh Tasty
BOLOGNA  lb. 45c
Lay's Twin Pack - Seal'test ,Cherry N4gget











Armour Star - 16-oz. cart




• TO SCOOTING LRAMS














































































WASHINGTON, D. C.—Two official souvenirs of a U.S.
ore now being mode available throughout th• nation
time in history. The Officio) Inaugural Program features
President Eisenhower and Vice
President Nixon on Om corer by
Norman Rockwell, famous Ameri-
can artist. The corer and book
Is in four colors. The program
contains historical information on
post inaugurals, photos, a calen-
dar of events and other interest-
ing material. Ttto front of th•
Inaugural Medal features for th•
era time since 190? the heads
of both the President end Vice




DANVILLE, Ky. —0. L. Mc-
Elroy, EMirienceehas been named
chairman of the 19,57 Easter Seal
_sinpeel, fur crippled children. _
Dr. Walter A. Groves, Dan-
vil1net,u-cpkreysidsiee:ctotfy the sponsoring
for Crippled
Children. announced the appeint-
ment today.
McElroy succeeds Tateen K.
'Stone. Elizabethtown superinten-
dent. of schools, who served as
state chairman for three years.-
In hjading the Easter Sea 1
campaign. McElroy wilt --coordi-
nate the activities of more than
1,000 volunteers in Kentucky's
.1' 120 Counties, Who 'w111 raise funds
to treat and train children crip-
pled by a variety of diseases,
deformities and accidents. Dates
of the drive are Mareli 21 to
April 21.
Groves, president of Centre
College here, said the 1954 Eaeter
Seat appeal in Kentacke Mised
$217.402. The money provided
. medical iind hospital care, special
schooling, therapy, braces a Is d
speech and hearing services for they began filming "The Sleeping
2,600 crippled chlidren. Prince" early in -August. One
McElroy, well-known in..etlu- is advised in no uncertain terms
catterel circles, is a representa-• ,hat this reporter's private Illa-
tive of the American &Kik Corn- dience with Sir Laurence in his
pany. He became interested in dressing room during a break in
the Kentecity Society for Crip- production should be regarded as
pled Children through 'Rotary a world scoop.
and was Henry Cotinty Easter Knows Her Business
Seal chairman frim 1938 to 1941. Genuine or not, the "scoop"
Born in Allen County. he grew yielded these two pleasant obser-
rr in Unien -County. He is a vations from Britain's actor-di-
farmer Principal of Irvine High .rector-producer:
School and was superintendent of Marilyn is "enchanting," Sir
Eminence schools lien 1930 to Laurence volunteered with a hap-
lull. 'py glint in his eye. He raised his
hand in protest when this report-He is 3 0052 dist. roverncr
of •Ve-mer .Itowev irtetnational Cr- suggested that Monroe may be
Ditriet 1f2 a past president of going through a very valuable
the 13; re Gazea School Executives school of acting while under his
Club, and of the North Central directional guidance.
ventucky Saleal Athletic Assei-• "Please." he said firmly. "Mari-
* ation, a 'member of the Ken- lyn needs no schooling."
.iicicy Chamber of CoMmeroe. Marilyn is far from having an
RA secretary of the Eminence English picnic. Her drama coach,
Chamber of Commerce. Paula Strasberg, is constantly at
Melville and Bathurst Islands,
off the north cow: of Australia,
  /lave leçp detsted_ in ,PerPetuilY
to the aboriginal Thei tribesmen.




31/4 Inches across end is avail-
able In bronze and silver as a
historic keepsake of the 43rd
Inauguration. Cost of the Official
Inaugural Prvgrare is $1.10,
postage Included. Bronze Medals
sell for $3.50 and special silver
serialized medals cost $27.50,
postage included. Send check,
money order or cosh direc-t he
Inaugural Committee 1957, Wash-
ington 25, D. C.
Film Shop
By HENRY GRIS
United Press Staff Correspondent
LONDON Surrounded
with secrecy becoming.the atomic
age, the Marilyn Monroe — Sir
Laurence Oliver movie, "The
Sleeping Prince,” is slowly near-
ing completion at the rustic and
appropriately hidden, Pinewood
Sttiellos; 21 mllei West Of-London.
Never in the history ofmotion
pictures have so many signs been
set up warning one to stay away
as on the fringes of the studio
space occupied by the Sir Lau-
rence Oliver company. length of emcee Sam Levenson 'p
A burly ex-serviceman guards monologs.
the door of dressing room No. 91 Janet Blair of the Sid Caesar
as though the narrow door from cast is being considered for the
the hall leads at least to No. 10 movie l'ersion of "South Pacific"
Downing Street. . . . Jan Murray, of "Treasure
It's Marilyn's of course. Her Chest." who recently dropped
.nasne is not on the door, obvious-
ely to help mislead the possible
intruder. The dressing room is
bare and devoid of flowers with
the exception of a vase with a
few dainty orchids. Nobody in his
right mind will identify the drab
room with Marilyn Monroe. Part Singer, will ! announce their 
of the camouflage, of course, ga5.eBmce.oTty  this
is
 hoStunf,dray
a. new JoanOli ier's flower-filled dressing N
Caulfield-Marion Lorne series.
room diagonally across is guarded g"molly". It's about an .eccentric
as zealously. The genie goes dou- dowager and her companion who
ble f r the sound stage where decide d h
1•••  -
I'-




Three Get Golden Sheaf -. Valentino• . . place were they can see Pres-
oaf from .the hometown to the
ley," Eisenhere says. "Strictly
the young. ones go 'far him. In
the cases corning., to my atten-
tion, you can break them into
18, 14. 15, or 16 - years old—I
wouldn't_ go beyond those ages.
The mothers call up frantically
fhat the kids were suppoS'ed to
'eel-wane at 8 o'clock last night."
, -Eisenberg --reem-e-m-b e r s -- the
blocks- long Fele of women of
all ages ak the funeral parlor.
when Valentino died. It is his
,feeli,ng that elderly reemen are
not interested in Presley.
However; he doesn't give -a
hoot either way. His interest
is 'pureryeyniet—PY --iird gOT
tea make up my mini what
kind of gcod or harm guys like
that do. They come up all during
the years. If it's not Rudy or
'Elvis, it's Charley Gultz, o r
tomebocie. I remember once I
had a case of a woman who
les the, youngsters who scream 
went wherever a certin singer
or him. . 
. went; she went all over the
, world. Kept roe busy."
That's Eisenberg's opinion aft-
er examining the mir-slagee a . Drop In Missing Husbands
helped promote new domestic figures for -the last • year. Ile He has one other startling
and foreign markets for tobacco;' is president of Tracers Campriny . Ugure for 1956. A poll , of the
and has helped hundreds of .of America, an outfit whit h , missing persons bureaus and po-
young men and women get high- has just turned its 33rd year ' lice stations in big -cities dis-
,er educhtions. He also has of- of sleuthing_  persons. , ' • - . closed a - 20 per cent drop in
ficiated at several hundred fu- The 1956 figures show a sign- ythe missing-husband department,
nerals in his cabacity as a Chris- i limit rise in teen-age .disan- , The missing husband has been
tian church layman and is well' pearances, maj•nly young girls. ! "No,' 1 on the- shit parade for
ers" is the umpteenth casualty, known.
of the current season. It'll be Malis Hale founded Homeplace. 
-who set out determined to hook .' us over the years" - brit- last
buried in March. Cemmttniey Center' in 1929 at 
i Elvis Presley but came bark year he suffered an awful slump.
,
broke." the behest of the late E. 0.. 
or three days, tired and Why'? Ei-enberg has a theory:
"Maybe he's gettiag scareder."
Robinson, Cincinnati industrialist "If they have three or feur :
and' lum ber in g magnate. He 
And if you'll pbrdon an old
wanted such a center to augment 
purse, they lake !
. 
rpan. 'for interjecting himself, Ibucks in their
-- , hate a theory about Valentino
the sketchy rural school systems in 1917 and has continued as im and Presley. Valentino had a
in several mountain counties and- _Extension leader. He helped ere flare that Presley doesn't have.
Miss Hale got it going for him ga_nize, the Western Dark Fired !, That's flare — not'. flair. I'm
by. 1930,- leaving her job as Tobacco Growers Association aniitalking about noetrils, and their
extension circuit rider at the has been its president since 1932, ! manipulation. Rudolph _lite d. a ,l
i-fe was on' the fittit- AAA- "Chin-tready.4iib:Sed -Telgreeertear. - It wattRobinson Experiment Sirbstati:us '
at Quicksand, 'Breathitt_ county...rnittee in Marshall  president of_a k subtlety that ever-16 females
She opened her work with book- I the Jackson Purchase Production 'went for.
mobiles serving a number of
mountain grammer -schools and,
in a few yearn,'- had Worked her
program up to where she was
giving cooking and' e kiln i Mg
training to mountain girls in
r en 1 ed kitchens; operating a
.woodwurking sliSpaat
furnishing registered nurse serv-
ice to mounrain county "Ilea
Awards For Rural Service Still Charm)
LEXINGTON, Ky. (Special) —
The Golden Shed- award, for.
outstanding service to r u rat
Kentueiew, , today went to three
Farm and Home convention here.
Kentuckians at the 45th annual
Recipients w ere John W.
Jones, North Midletown, Bourb-
on County, banker and head of
the Burley Tobacco Growers Co-
operative Association; Miss Lula
Hate, longtime director -of the
Homeplace Community Center
In Perry County; and Boone
Hill, Marshall County farmer,
educator and businessman.
It was the first presentation
of the award, sponsored by the
Kentucky Agricultural Extension
Service,. the Kentucky Agricul-
tural Experiment Station and the
U. K. College of Agriculture and
The Channel Swim
By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK !!lh —The channel
swim . . .
NBC-TV's "7th Bengal Lane-
Thtr-buefit that packages "Ozark
Jubilee" is pitchinte a country-
type quiz show, "Pig in a Poke,"
at ABC-TV. Corn cribs will
replace isolation booths and con-
testants would be asked to go
the whole hog, it says here.
Buster Crabbe, sometimes
known as "Captain Gallant," is
preparing a new underwater ad-
venture series for TV. No pro-
motion for Busier though — it'll
be called "Captain Fathom."
Milton Berle's new half-hour
filmed show for NBC-TV, "Fol-
low That Men," is budgeted in
at a heady $60,000 per'. . . Judy
Busch, another fugitive from the
Arthur Godfrey stable, goes into
"bernadine," a 20th Century
flick et '
"Two For The Money," which
returns -' to CBS-TV on March
23 (it replaces "You're On Your
Own"), will have some new
juice shot into it. The jackpot
will be upped along with the
, globe.
Frank Parker is cutting an
1.-P album for Coral based on
the tunes for which he received
the most requests during his
stretch with the Godfrey family
. . . Pat Boone. who has been
Wooed by all three networks.
is close to signing a pact with
ABC-TV.
When Kate Smith takes over
the Jackie Gleason show for a
one-shot on March 16, it'll mark
her 1093rd appearance on TV.
Miss Smith also has chalked up
.12.452 shows on radio.
NBC-TV has some toney specs
in the works for later this
season — "Romeo and Juliet"
with the Old Vic and a Sadices
Wells version of "Cinderella."
Nan Fabray hae ,taken Off to
Mexico for a brief vacation . . .
Gale Gordon of "The Brothers."
once a victim of a cleft palate,
Is writing a book on effective
speaking "You Said A Mouth-
Marlyn's side. Olivier leaves all wile.
details to her. He works with "Persons To Person'Siwants Dr.
Monroe after the coach has corn-
ted her ground work.
The results by concensus have
been excellent but not without
• National Geographic Society ex- hard toil and sweat.
pedition, are one of the most "In the beginning," a member
t • Primitive peoples left 'on- earth. of the cast said, "we were all
They have no agriculture, no afraid of each other." Marilyn was
pottery, and no domestic animals afraid of Sir Laurence, he was
except the dog. 7'heir weapons afraid of her and we were afraid
are sPnars..and sticks, and until of both.
rcently they had no tools except After all this is not merely a pic-
tne cruclett of stone axes. ' ture. It's a history-making event.
What could be more than a team-
LOUISVILLE ON TOP ing of Oliver and Monroe"
"Now we're down to a fine re-
lationship," -observed another ac-
tor, who holds the enviable as-
signment of standing in for Oli-
vier in all Monroe tete-a-tetes.
"She knows her 'business. But
she's a very nervous actress. The
strain on her is so great that by
Friday she's wilted. Actually, we-
o're all wilted by Friday and in
need of a good rest so we can go
on Monday morning."
LOUISVILLE Ir —The Louis-
yule Minietirial Association was
. Monday -that Louisville may
.have asInany as 2:1,000,-alcholics,
' as compared to '530 per 100.000
,e ventilation in the reet of the
Edwin isst ffepringhorn, chaplain
Norton Memorial Infirmary,
satthe figures resulted from
a stirvey here last year by the
Yale\ University School of Al-
cohollie Sttidies.
' Ito- said thessurvey indicated
there airs 2,380 "alcoholics "with
- complications" for each eln0,000 MEMPHIS,
people over the age of 15. E. Simpson, a machinist has the
• answer for half a century- of
—"When' 5p/inking • clothes 'fOr answer for halt acentury of "ma-.
in'ining. remember that w a r rite' bliss:" With him, 'it was
water penetrates faster and -more "doing whatever my wife wanted





Bergen Evans for an appearance.
but. Evans is a little  leery about
It. "Trouble is,'" moans Evans
"my wife insists on decorating
the whole darn house first."
Horne Ecorromtcs. It will be on S
an annual basis "for devotiOn 
ays- Quiz
to service beyond the - all of
duty," said Dean Frank_,J. Weigh,
head ar agriculture college, at
the presentation. .
Each of the _recipients got. a
silver engraved fruit bowl bear-
ing the Golden Sheaf emblem.
Jones was cited for his work
of more than a . half century
in, -banking.' agriculture, ehtlireli
and' business activities. He help-
ed organize the old "burley
pool" in the 20s, an organization
designed to maintain h i g her
prices for tobacco, and headed
the. organization again in ,the
40s when it was revised. He
has been active in such move-
ments: has helped guide Graltain
College in Carter Country' over
the years and a mens' dormitory
there is named for him; has
,
_ - DOC C14J-14-C.- —
United Press Staff Corrtcpenderre
Isi.EW YORK — Cerning out
at the bell, it's Presley vs Valen-
tino! ,Which, caused ..whom and
how many to !wen srid 'why?'
. Dati—Elesefitaisrg, an
expert on -women- -who. leeve
Valentino, the Ma -rover-
boy of the 3920's. ,is 521.1 champ
as an, attraction for teomen:
Valentino,' who died in 1926, at-
tracted the whole cross-section
of galhotip — ages 16 to 60.
Presley can't evert carry 'Va-
lentino's sideburns. Not, at least.
'with elderly females alete.-e 16..
Credit Association from 1934 to The youngsters are shrieking,
1941 and has been president nowada3's, at ,an obvious wiggle-
of 'the Jackson Purchase Rural pants. But in the old silent
Electric Cooperativ.e" Cerporation movie days,- in closeups, Valen-
:Mee larl:f He also fres headed- tint, would inhale and then flick
up warehousing organizations, his nostrils out a yard wide
Seveial thousand persons wer-e, and those muffled flops you
-when The- three -Ken-e-beard,_Avere flapPerk swo011ing
tuckians got their awards. onto  the floorboards.
departments: running demonstra-
tions on farming at Homeplace
farm;. and -conductTrig two or,
three medical clinics annually.
Homeplace now has a fully staf-
fed 22-bed hospital. Miss Hale
is a native of Letcher County
and remembers that it was a
two-day wagon trip to a rail-
head when she -went outside"
'for more education.
Hill is known for 'his guidance
nine pounds. slapped them back of the Marshall County public
on again during a Miami vaca- school systerf
lion. guidance of cooperative market--
Romance has sprouted on ABC ing and service organizations in
TV's "College News Conference" Western Kentircky..and Ibr his
—two of its youngest panelists, pioneering in Agricultural Ex- j
Laurence Barrett and Paulette tension Service affairs. While! .
continuing - actively in farming
Mr. Hill in his youneer !dart
tatight school far a number
years in Marshall County, a:.
as chairman of the county bee-
of education sire:. 1933 has le,-;
in a school cons,iliciation ne,t
improvement program. He Ns -
influential in obtaining ths
county agent in Mar:hell se
- -
REAL GONE 'GATOR
NEW YORK Sr — Three Co-
lumbia University coeds are car-
rYing on an experiment in co-
existence.
Linda Gre n, Claire Delage
and Irene C is ltve .with a 12
and a hat .inch alligator arid
their cat, ushkiri, in a small,
off - campus apartment. The
slater., neared' Gorki, is Linda's
and was 'the Christmas gift of
a boy friend in California.
Gorki is kept in the bathtub
until the girls want to take
showers. Then he is moved to
a. pressure cooker — regularly
Kalekci, befers use in cooking
dinner. The girls say they have
had nervious indigestion since
Christmas.
THIEVES STEAL SINK
GLENDORA, Calif. It? — Dr.
Donald I'. Nebeker reported to
police Friday that thieves looted
his office of everything—includ-
ing the sink.
Adm. Charles R. Khoury
NEW PRESIDENT of Pittaburgt
Steamship lines Ls Adm.
Charles EL Khoury. He assumes
his new post March L Pitts-
burgh Steamship is a division
.of U. S. SteeL (international)
START MARRIED LIFE WRONG..,
NEWLYWEDS' Jesse, Lee Weather, 20, and bride Edna Mai. 17•
model the masks they used in holding up a service station hi
Concord. Calif. She made them by sewing red silk scarves tee
gether. They were captured 20 minutes after. thstenweissmali,r •
Bertram B. Tallamy
PRESIDENT Eisenhower's nomi-
nee to be administrator of the '
big federal highway phi-rem -
111 Bertram B. Tallamy of Al-
bany, N. Y. (internatio z I ) •






AMIGA' HISTORY'S sixth pair of Siamese twin who have 
sur-
vived separation, Gary and Lary Hutchens, locik bale and 
hearty
as they are held by father Flpyd and mother •La v ern e in La 
Mesa,
Calif. They were born July 2, separated July 29, and now 
only
! small scars remain at base of Spine. Siamese births run aborit












Sweet, smobth and sassye-rhott Chevrolet oil over. Above, you're looCng at The Bel Air Sport Coupe.
Clings to the
road like a
- . stripe of paint!
The '57 Chevy can give lessons
on taking curves and holding the
road to just about any car going.
Few cars at any price are so
beautifully balanced and so
smooth, sure and 'solid in action.
A car has to have a special kind of
build and balance to keep curves
under control. And nobody outdoes
Chevrolet in that department! It
"corners" with all the solid assur-
ance of an honest-to-goodness sports
car. Chevy doesn't throw its weight
around on turns because it carries
its pounds in the right places.
And if the road should turn up-
ward, Chevy can take care of that
nicely, too—with up to 245 h.p.•
Come on in and take a turnat_the
wheel of a new Chevrolet.
Only franchised Chevrolet dealers- CHEVRO ET
1 U S A
T,"CHE-Vt• r
•270-b.p. high-perfannanee V8
engine alio available at extra cost
- - - —
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searchers have developed a blade-
less,- rotating rod with which to
dig potatoes. It is deigned to ro-
place the digger blade of conven-
tional equipment, which in turn
By PAUL SOuTtiwICK had replaced the spade, pitchfork,
United Praia: Staff Correspindent
WASHINGTON IP Army-;
!hoe. and*shivel— •
Secretary Witber M. Brucker satil
 The department laid the. rotat-
Russia apparently has reneged on ing rod 'has dernonstiatiel'"sope•i*
a promise to •cut Soviet or efficiency" in experiments. The.
• manpower by 1.2 million T,,t n. rotation of the horizontal blade-
He told the House Armed Ser- less rod lifts potatoes from the.
vices Committee that .-wo have soil onto the apron of, the digger
no evidence to show that - or harvester. It -has aroused- -the
sieductions_have been, i interest ocsokera_ and_lhe Ma- - 
The Russian manpower Planslchinery indeisity. Two potato-ma-
were annoitneed with cons.der- chinery manufacturers currently
able fanfar% last year aiong with are experimenting with their ver-
y a challenge to the United States sions of the new digger .krt Florida.
to take similar disarmament where early potato harvest is .un-
steps. derway .
But Brucier said the SiAlei- In the new machine, a power-
Red Chines bfoc still ritair.taino,ariyen_ 7*-inch square digger rod
a -gigantic military inachlin" in' replaces the digger blade of 'con-
cluding 8.5 million ground trciops. ventional equipment. The rod re-
Get New Weepers tates. slowly through the soil east ;
*Of these. ;he said ?.5 ruillion below the level,of the potat.ies..
are RusSian soldiers IV.1.3 hate lifting them onto the eonv•Yor
largely been reequiopei since
World War II with -a comPlete
new family ef -small arms" and The de
partment' Said expert-
other 'modern weapon. merits h
ave proved that:
--Meanwhile, Budget Director 1. It can 
operate succes:1. i:v










One service of the Depart:hem
of Education that iis nut, general-
-Ay—recognized bSr many_ .P.e.9Ple
as being closely associated with
;publit education is the rehabil-
ltation of the Handicapped. flow-
ever, -since it-is the purpose of
public -education to prepare all •
pi our people for better. more
-productive lives, this service h-
der p7rdtely, a art of our respon-
sibility •
In bct<1!:•er of last year. the
Legislative Research Commission
published a study on Rehabilita-
tion 'of the Handicapped; it was
the fesult of an investigation
into the needs and resources
of the rehabilitation program in
Kentucky by 1 h e Governor's
Committee on Rehabilitation of
the Handicapped.
•
under soil conditions ranging ft. II:
congressional  _economic .comnut-1dry-cloddy to Wet stick
y:
1
tee that heavy U. 3. defense ; 2. It digs potatoes with a 17:::1-
spending must continue until the Irr.um of vine-clogging. • t. :-
world has an effective disarms- when the vines are not :•,i -
ment system.  prior to the digging.
During this period of large . 3. It feeds potatbes freely ..:14
military outlays. he .said, It iia•-• tiniformly onto digger or har.:',_i•-
esseritial that we help preserve. ter apron, causing little spi:1-out
financial stability 'by keeping
.taxes high enough ta produce
bl.- '
- some budget stirplus for reduc- 4. 
It no, o algs potatoe..A...t.
non of the 'public debt andthe ;picks t
liorri up from a previ,•U.
lessening - of inflatiooary. pres- ' dug
 windrow.' •
sures.
Gen. Maxwell D. Tayi,r. Army
of staff,, told the .House
group that the Army's request
for $11.3 - billion in the coming
fiscal year was Arizrimed to $9.7
billion bef..re President Eisen-
hower sent his new budget to
Congress.
be. _to carry ou, Its 
he said. • Nest • Prier to 
rehabilitation, for
_wereBut he said the Arm*. still clear 
%yea.
'ut151":iyear adou..L•h..1- .• 
.
'hie margin of safety." 
corr.manns will forrseei.". 
• only $116.68 "2 annn
ually.
wide 'missions -with an accepta-
He als reported that the' Army 
per.' cent 'of ;them- were




the .State of Kentucky
gress in. connectien with tne stttti 






He said this now.
'well ahead of schedule." 
after rehabilitation.
Overall, he said. "our couinry 
ate' 15836,981.' The cost to 
the
s never put . into the LeIn a 




nare popossible tig ta;asrir 
t$I52,2116tsr. They
superbly trained arnfy ttten tne taxes. and 
over st Period'
eria which -is now StatiOrted akng -years. 'wi
l "Ipay many times thz<•
outposts of the free world." 'amount,
5.All digger pants performed.
well, with no evidence of eacess-
iv'e wear.
Army In Tranecaon-
* Urucker said the .Arr.^...- -must
be?-eau,,' to counter agi;res
s•.or.
not orily an general war rrit a:so
in art'- f-irrr.", He said Arr.y
in -a state of rapid tra•-,ition
to new weapons. new to
and new and- iarger-rapabiirtles.''
"Thiw year. ,for the; .first time.
ot,
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t ti10* 14SY te appir
Sa the Judge decrees
and everyone agrees!
Reach you: own verdict.
frt FIAT TINT on
walls and tel?ingi and.
see how this Alkyd Hsi
Wall Inane! give*








& Pop's. Phone 1142
1
we ate . activating adriit:rnal ;
atomic support commands a
the lines of ,the southern Eur
pean task ft,ree which back.up
NATO forces in Italy wit-taieu-;
•
Many of the recommendations ;
of that Committee have been
accomplished,etre of which was
Bureau' Status for the Division
"f yocational Rehabilitation. That
was accomplished in Januar..
1956. Mr. 'Ben F. Coffinan -is
Head of that Bureau.
One important purpose. of any
rehabilitation program is obv-
i-usly to return. dependent per-
Jo a. self-supportikg,
,-'in g status as ciiiiens, and
•trit .was in fact, the. substance
tito number-one recommenda-
ti or The tromnritter. -. Has it.
:did is:,-k. being done? 'Let' us"
exlmine the ree-ord for the period
July 1955. to 1956.
During that period. as a result
af n • expanded budget • made
• ale by. an increased appro-
1.riation from the 1956 General
A...re.bly. 2.441 citizens were in
the process- of being rehabilita
t-
ed. Of , this number, --551 ha
ve
been -closed". Thai means th
at
these 551 are. now suitably 
em-
ploved and making a producti
ve
contribution to lilemselves, their
S•r.te. and Nation.
TIDYING UP FOR FEB. 28
..••••
• I
ASSOCIATE JUSTICE Stanley Re
ed t.G.,s up ms desk in Wash
ing-
ton as lia_dooke to Feb. 28, 
Ms tc,...1,r..tnt day. 
(intCrstato.i.:Ii
,WON'T LEAVE HER SIDE
PRINCE refuses to Pave his mistress,
 •r:ttlne Anderson. 26,
t..a.ly urnvi in 1.iamt, 
• running Into a burr, ;
, 114;1=4 Ix Itu.,01 pit, invalid
. A fire:-. 's heal ttl;!,3 u
t Finite 3















THURSDAY — FEBRUARY 7,
can ...... 19c
2 1-lb. boxes ... 29c
Betty Crocker .. 19c
2 tall cans • L•.7•1•24.1 29c
Mid West Ice Cream 1/2" 59!
Pecan Sandies - 391! fig Bars - - lb. 29
FLAVO-KIST
Yellow - White - Chocolate or Lemon Flavor
SWANSDOWN CAKE MIXES - - - - box 29.
SUNSHINE CRACKERS lIb.box 1E
JUMBO PIES 12 for 39i
RITZ I BORDEN'S










1-lb. 4-oz. can *elm, pitted cherries
2 Tablespoons butter or margarine
1 Tablespoon lemon Mice
I,. grains salt
1 cup powdered sugar
Have ready a baked 9-m. paw/
shell. chat etas in ice tray until
almost (toren around the edges. 
Mu
an • InIt. saucepan the t:oins
tarch
and sugar. Drain cherries, saying
syrup. if O ,TSSari• add 
eater to
inrup to make I nap, Sue syrup IOW
LOIUMILICh wilsrugy. Cook and sti
r
until sets thick and clear, .tout 7
min Cool thotoughly and thto add
drained cherries. Put into paste)
shell, hleanwhdaS inch butter 
in
small saucepan. !ridge (torn heat and
wit in ward smooth the lemon wont
.
salt and powdered sugar. Cool thou
oughly. Put ice-cold milk into • cold
I .ct. bowl. Whip with cold rotary beater, or 
with firCIIIC
beater at high speed, until stiff. Whi
p in cooled pondered
sugar 1111111lfe KM Until allied, shou
t t.'s at • time. Do not











3 lb. can 89c
PORK BRAINS 15Fb
EATWELL














SEVEN DAY - CREAM STYLE
YELLOW CORN 303 can 1C
CAMPBELL'S. (





























TIIURSDAY - JANUARY 24, 1957
.• •
--- TVA Newsletter
During thf 1956 calendar year
TVA sold approximately 55
lion kilowatt-hours of elettricity
for which It received $226 mil:
lion. TVA said calendar year
financial data are unofficial and
are based on monthly statements
without adjustment or refine-
ment; official financial state-
ments are based on a fiscal year
ending June .30.
Federal defense agencies bought
31. billion Ifewh,nr .58 per cent.
of the total amount sold. Most
of this went to the Atomic
Energy Commission at Oak
t Ridge, Tenn., and Paducah, Ky.
TVA satd that the: total power
4 delivered- intes-449--systeen during
the year was 61.1 billion kwh.
In addition to the 55 billion
kwh sold, 1.7 billion kwh were
delivered to the Aluminum Co.
of America under the Footana
Agreement, 1.8 billion kwh were
delivered to other power systems.
and tete TVA system losses and
shop, uses totaled 2.6 billion
kwh.
1 11. ; Municipalities and cooperatives,
bought /6 billion kwh for $88.5
millioh. Large industrial com-
panies served directly by TVA
used about 7.5 billion kwh and
' paid $29.5 million. TVA's opera-
tions, chiefly eherteirate titid ter'
reqtilfed-erne-half billion
kwh for which they were killed
$2 million. The balance of 31i
billion kwh went to the Federal,
agencies for $126 million. et
The year'e. gross ,reventes.suide
$19 • million greater thao, during
calendar leek*
Coal receipts at steam plants
totaled approximately 20.4., mil-
lion eins, a 42 per cent increase
over calendar 1955. Coal burned
totaled 18.1 million tons, an in-
crease of 19 per cent Stockpiles
were doubled during the year
arid at the .close of 1956 stood
at about 41  million tons.
Preliminary estimates for the
calendar year 1956 show that
Well over •11,500,000 tons et
freight moved on the Tennessee
River for an estimated two bil-
lion ton-miles. A_ Lon-mile is
-------8he--fon moved one mile. The
preliminary totals are greater
by- 19 per cent for tonnage. and
25 per cent for ton-mileage.
than the Army Engineers'esesti-
mates for 1955. the previous
record year.
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students of the Soviet system can you don't greet the host entil you t 44
Soviet Hands not fail to note significance in take off your hat, coat, galoshes-
these few lines'. 7 ,of course, tpe gloves, left 
Onwa'rd For God. And My
"The left 'glove is to„ be roe eineeifiest'
Down Rules moved first then the righ(T-ershen
For Etiquett
putting on_stioves. start with_the
left."
This edict appearkin an 'author-
itative article entitled "How to
Confluet Yourself in Society," in
the monthly magazine Feihily
By WHITMAN BASSOW
United Prete Staff Correspondent
MOSCOW -4P-- In the deluge
of resolutions, decrees, decisions,
and recommendations that has
overwhelmed Soviet citizens since
the ehiseorie C81114118111R1
tiengress last February, one very
interesting' edict has completely
escaped the attention of western
observers.
It was printed in a recent issue
0T-a faiilY obscure magazine pub-
lished by the influential Acaciemy
of Pedagogical Sciences. Serious
[Toes Her Mark
-THE NEW "Miss Finland of
1957," Marita Lindahl, .wears
her crown and holds trophy in
Helsinki. She's' 18, blonde, and
a pedicurist-trims toenails for
ft living. fintenscretano0
si.--ELIZA1ETH SEIFERT'S NEW NOVEL
A Call for Doctor Barto
c. ISM by F.21/.3 teeth Bei . Reprinted by perehisslon of the pee b-I slier, Dodd. Mead & Co. Distributed by King Features Syndicate.
- - -
s-scoes.tiii I '"I•v.o i.e.,:', ce-• i reti.cr and sound I'M ateak: I'm not rei;Jy
De ' • . t.. i Is Un- gra,311nn decided to live nore Use ecru to offer 1111.11:11 ,• Or contesised: 'AiDoi.. ,• ... atnta. sti CIII. 8g., .
••• . 0:801. • •0.8 in Wis round in the summer home which things stand now it you'd 'er.rnie
' run! ate an etnergela.) my Writ and I had toyed so dear here and set up riletice. I could
Yea ,••0 ..i.i..liiii• t*P • .rni 0 ,
nut 14..: . r atrkbea with • n sh iy where wed had se many • ap promise you one 
case ot nigh
he- I • •"' Ika.1.11- 151 -the 451 SW py times' He paused tot a mu • bloo-I pressure ". . .; ,,i_ eo• ,.. io n is aid 'Seel
eritressad .with raw vouns ment of regretful 
memory. then "I'm not much of a gambler.
ann 'ash. eon, to eon lifted his head and contieued air,- Grady said regretfully -I
• kw, nre as the town which i.
. t.. -.I a do•tor Grady irt *pH; le 
briskly. "I didn't give the matter own sonic instruments I nave
•,- ,• .1 to sue, 4....e• • de, rei fish of medical service Mulch thought. la few dollars saved. but I 
think
11.00 qtYJUI the ode? 11 ei But now--Nellie and 1 aren't get-,:e IP rirod ol the ncsaital, ,..,... , ii,„„„ f!' tire ting any younger, and maybe-'•
. r site Cumin Ill diVI,11',111•
.... IIP 1Ib set away anti "But 
whit do people do"
start • . e tie -, asked Grady "How do they man-
- age when they are ill or hurt?"
CHAPTI711 Mr Sed•lens nodded. "Well," he
rft,-"•.Nrs -S--1,1414.NS watched sand thoughtfully. "an emergency
I ..ady gnu saw the peace gees by ambulance to the nearest a more attractive sugge - .•••- to
Witicm came to the younger, mans doctor or hospital That's thirty- se,
tate said into ms eyes as Well-ye or fifty mitee Here in tereei-"-u tin" 
I could right now Look,
leave me your address And
we have an undertaker with an .".u.
A think you may be hearjng from
amtrilance us'
-Without a medical attend- Grady stood up "I hope I do,
gaze,' at:ease the take. Seddens
had 1.1 a _ML111,01. ne
knew ,imc so pesmenunis product
Of. es prow:Aiwa And then wait
tot the propel time ot reaction
in  cuat enei
Ni'. when that minute see/ilea
to n. ve come ne said, quietly,
"'flu Hollies n:Led a doctor, Got-
dy little town fore- - Herrn
Hort. c..s none., Wrhen us per-
o ue cep:teen We're too
1968 Was 174 miles, comnared
With 164 miles for 1955.
Among the lone-haul traffic
moving MI 01-6711-reer, which in-
creased in tonnage .-over the pre-
„vials year were asphalt, grain
and grain products, Colasses and
sulphur. Tonnage of petroleum
products, another long-haul com-
modity,. dropped over the pre-
vious year: There • wee a sharp
increase in tonnage of coal mov-
ing en_ •the__Xiver. _ _ _
Twenty-five tracts of Norris
Lake land and five road rights-
of-way will be sold by TVA
at public auction at 11 a.m on
February 20. Sale will be held
ate the -Municipal  Btiile*ing. La..
Allette, Tennessee, The land is
located in Claiborne, Cnio n,
Campbell, Grainger and Ander-
son counties.
TVA said two tracts are suit-
able as home sites; 18 are re-
commended for agricultural use;
four are suitable for recreational
development; and one is uncles-
sicied. The letter, less than one
acre in size, straddles the Union-
Grainger county lines, and has
a fire tower on it. The State
of Tennessee is interested in
the property. The only Anderson
County property in the sale is
1 1a acres on_whicp a road right-
of-e.tays-FaTement Is to be sold.
The eracte range in size from
r ,acres. TVA said thattint er information may; be ob-
;Meted trent Val L. Stanton or
Wilson at TVA's Land
augh• office, in the Hotel Rus-
,:'IIlrollette, or Peen the
Line 
 




NEW YORK flfs - American
women are busting out of their
raincoats. the Almar Manufact-
uring Co. reported today. The'
company said it had. increased
the frontal expansion of its
medium -size raincoats "to 40
inches to 'reetify- -the :situ-aeron.
Its surveys show the average
American woman's chest meas-
ure-reefer ie -ah-itteh-aed a half
larger than in 1947.
•
Slip covers come cleaner in the
wash if the loose dirt is femoved
trim them with a vacuum ;clean-
er before they are dunked into
at ey age. I'd need to De -nate
of a living to do good work I'm
a conscientious guy, ana
bother me, things like that '
-They should!" agreed Mr Set!'
dens "And-- well-of course I'm
giving a good but of ttraight to
being able, in the future, to nolhe
I'd think yOu'il need a tit more twenty-foor hours ago, and wheel
a in el: the summei aceson Chet than i i,a1,•• "id Grady. e now looked at as considering-
"' ...!:13 1, Zen weeks about. 'N1 e do. We're a normal cross
-13 t Holly Ne;grityjrs faits no e'perior. of perapi• There are bab- 
ly as if it were his home. and
....--ur e'ttrr and irs Digger. I lea, rind once horn, these...babies 
would be
-- rheie *i.tr al least 2S00 Peorl•-• gre. the croup and the, measles-- 
Beyond the cluster of business
there loch. it yea re good at so we: need more medical care- 
houses and homes which marked
are'roote - as I am - means then we have close at nand. I 
the center of the town, when ne
the •• ;IN 1500 people nere the do, I'm metre. To get it-while I 
was about to turn into the main
eeear rolimi And thlies quite a . 44,111 went, to move, I may have 
highway, he slowed has cat and
of P2oplt, vrid Mkt' yetl_Ng arid , to more. e'er instance I v;ant to 
stepped it for a long backward




ant - ' • sir! In the. meantime. I must ne
-That's right." , moving on now toward 
the job I
Grady's tongue___Circkd_ his do have. eyoteve all been most _
cheek kind to me. 1 hate to leave-T"-
Mr Seddens nodded.- -For 'gen- hope I may come back," '
erai medical care arid advice, our I It took a bit more in the way
people go to Mayo's, to Madison h of rat ,twells. But within another
or Milwaukee -co' even to Chu- hoiir, he was driving out of Sod-
°l"(  Mild cares--,colds and need-
supper t a doctor We re , *ow. iouS minor accidents ap- to
dens' • place. -fleeting not car
ward the town whieh ne llart
theutiaret !du° with ‘Gme ; peal 19 II"' (1"18101-:' . . i seen tor the, ftrja time less than• Loci to the 500 folk who come e
,
and School.; The author, who may
well , be the Kremlin's answer to
Emily Post, is one G. Puzis, des-
tfirf man  in the street_ thinks abaut • .COUntr81" IS. Scout ThemeWe decided to filed out Whoe
the glove edict. Does he approve?
hie follow instructions? or
does he defy. Comrade •euzis by
not wearing gloveseat all..
We. found a pair of brown
ayes worn by a young man
7,itinding in front of a bulletin
board. He was reading Pravda.
cribed as a candidate 'of philolog- "Would you please tell us
Ica Sciences. That means -he has l,which glove you put on first, the
an M. A. 'left or light?",we asked.
Comrade Puzis has taken on "he map reflected for. a• ino-
their manners should be. Most
the job of telling Russians what ene,nrtx,:eshrugged n thieiseds, houlders.
replied,
westerners, and even some Bus- "but what difference does it
make?"siatte. who tiave travelled in
Moecoweambrow•yeckurimst
hOur, agree that this is a noble
but Herculean task.
No Makeup
To show what should and
should not be dune, he describes
the proper rules for dress and
conduct at a party "in a small
apartments!' Guests, as; well as the
hostess, should .dress according To
tvhiseeseason of the - Year. Puzis ad-
"In order not to be A laughing
stock," he wrote, "These rules
must he followed: dress, suit,
blouse, shirt, jacket, tie, most be,
in tone. • If istit correct to wear
clothes of different colors; eve
look like parrots."
Many American 'women would- ,
n't care fcr this dictum:
• "The qtet ass should dress as
me•destly as ;.possible . . . It
would be improper for her to
wear .•her • most -expensive or
prettiest dress.' •
But many Russian women ap-
parently follow this advice on all
occasions.
Schoolgirls., including !senior
suldente (16-171 should not use
perfume, nor should oldttelh'Is
use makeup or power, is another
instruction.
"You'h itself is seifficient: it
has freshnese and clear, -mineral
color," he. wrote. "Any makeup
'Issioperfluous ..and those young
people who use it do not make
ea---fauraeglekt-impreSaion4-1-
The -Mao Laughed ee,..1
Othet rules oi conduct:-
:. A rran aiweeie helps a lady
remove her -and-and he opens
the door for her. ' I
2, At '.hc end of the- party, a '
lady hornt.!but he should first el -
young
fee to accornpany111-142 i4y e7.0l;Irdtera :e(nl1Pn:-
invalids. teachers-if they are
present."
- 3. While descendieg a staircase.
h1L1un .,gees ahead _and the...lade_
!.ollows. If they vine. to- a' puddlc!
in the street, the man crosses first
then ;Hers. the lady a helping
hand across.
4. On entering an apartment;
NAMCY
• WIt:kcit direct medical help would hi quickly Available when 
lirnestoned nooses ..'
"Veto torget Ur Stone.' +cur- , I haNi my stroke •' - - A man living in this 
ter,V and
• ,
muted Mess Neeba_ Grady's heed snapPed up, his - working here cohld put' OW 
it
The lotting gray treaucl semieci , eyes keenly studied, his. host's roots He could have one 01
to Oristh; -Stone', baked Frank face ite. man wise your easel.)  limestone houses, with gera
*Sedecns "He ise't as much oelp teal hypertension," tie said quiet-
Re a good veterinary would nel• 1 ley . -does ceed constant medical
C• .- iv leaned forward in his supervision, that's true enough.-
chair "If he just wouldn't Won/
"He says he is an osteopath.- about so many things.' suggested
coed kiank Seddens "I lenow he Frank Seddens' sister "He frets Grady leaned forward across
18 it ' A:n*181W- too much ertakes too many things the wheel. But what a pr • Hy girl
":Irrcher'"' protested Miss Neu his -concern Yea ticn't look she was! Slender--With Muni,
lie like the nervous sort " curly brown hair --she Was grace-
"Well, lie's no do.ctor! Where The big young man nodded el Cute-she wore a red and white
1.1 was-1" And don't interrupt. Nee ,shouldn't bee' lie agreed striped , shirt with faded blue
, lie'', , . .. „ His . mind darted, lightning pedal pushers 
Her brown minds
'Aim v.coe saying a iou of pee. sWift. Self-disgust was what he were 
strongly sure with :he _
plc had to gel along without .... had to cope with, and angel at 
beaching of her boat and the line -
••l'e '" He tinned again' 'to the mess a young man could with which she 
tied'it tip lite
Make of his life, a mess which he shippet the oars neatly, snapped •
Must carry with him and learn a padlock, then picked up a
to handle-or try to forget. sweater and _walked a w i t t • y,
el shouldn't be nervoureh ne gracefully up the beat-h. A pretty
repeated. 'Or even tense. That's girt: pink checked, smiling, cap.
why I think 1 should, perhaps, able-a girl such as Grady Bar.
make a change in the life I live ton would like to know.
and the eork I do. Its why I'm %Vitt, a sigh, he rehiclankly
interested to know if youe brothel started the motor, turned the cat
is suggesting' an offer of Some wheels into the tar lane ot-the
kind to me." _ ihieherery and drove pest the Sign
il tote II. I! 11,I5' recee mike .
Grady. who was snit ing only
eintmly "Now, Doctor, if it
would be possible: for you to
Imagine such a condition, try to
pie Lure those 3500 I mentioned
as individuate. some of them
' nee-ring niedical attention con-
stantly. ,all of them needing it
tr.) otecasionally Then tieing your
oohsMetatin clown to me and
my nigh od pressure. or ny-
per tee I
n • ' ei•eme, •• tens q ,.•ett- .ie [nest 'drive to retell Chicago




In his window boxes: t4 coutd
have his own boat down at the
lake-a little boat, like the one





hint and showed himise article.
Showing, brazen disdain . for
Comrade Puzis' dictate, he burst
out laughing.
"That guy's a fool . . a real




Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Our and
Glynn Morris, Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas VanDykee Mr. and Mrs:
Oman Paschall, Mr. and Mrs
R. D. Key,' Mr. and Mrs. Galon
Mcieris 'and son,. Mee' and Mrs.
Ralph Gallimore and . M or r is
Jenkins visited Mrs. Ella Morris
Sunday afternoon
Mrs'. Warren Sykes is off from
work because of Illinois. _
-Tommy Jenkins is recovering
from chicken-pox. ,
Little Susan .Sykes -also- has
•chicken-pox. .
Mrs. Tell Otr was in Paris
Saturday having teeth drawn.
Mrs. Ruben Fletcher was in
Murray Friday having teeth
drawn.
Mrs. Ina PasclhAll visited Mr.
and Mrs. Orie ,Kcy Sunday and
they were dinnele  guest of Mr.
end Mrs. Hester 'Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Paschall
sisited her grandinoth---r, Mrs.
Sallie Evans in .Bie Sari;;y•
day.
Mr.. and Mrs. -Jr...
doll from Chicago spent 1+0--4
vaeekend with Mr and Mis.
Kuykericioll while here auctikc:-.1
'he wedding of Harold Loyo 411(1
Miss Mildred Bottler of Paers.
Mrs, Warren Sykes is beine
eared fir at the home of /i.e.




BAN FRANCISCO -AP- The
National Automobile Club repor-
ted that 451.177,810- vehicles had
I passed over the San Frarreiago-











' The nation's 4,500,000 Cub
Scouts, Boy Scouts, Explorers,'
and adult leaders will mark the
47th anniversary of their organi-
zation during Boy Scout Week,
February 8 to 12. - •
The observance has -as • its 
theme, "Onward for God andeMy
Country-I' With a special emphasis
ern -Duty to' 'Coureefee:*"---
Sunday. February 10 is Hoe
Scout Sunday. Scouts and lead-
ers will attend religious services.
in uniform in countless churches
'rife att tleoo•••• lett • as 'ft MST'
Jewish faith will hold their ob-
servances !in synagogues and .
temples on Friday evening, Feb-
ruary 8 and Saturday, February
9. Many sermons, addressed to
Scouts, will touch on some aspect
of the Boy Scout Week theme.
In hundreds of communities,
Scouts, their parents, and institu-
tions sponsoring Scout units, will
unite in paying their respects to
the volunteer adult leaders' Whese
contributions .of time and effort
-
in behaif of youth makes these
units possible.
National Scout officials say that
48.7 per cent of all..Scout units--
and there are 111,000 of thtm-
are Made possible by the %lion-
sorshm • of churches and syna-
gogues of all faiths. Civic groups
I make possible 30.8 per cent,
"-eehile schodff- spohsdr, . 19.9 er
cee' if Scout units in all three
agc cvek. -
Many store windows ,will . be
rgiven 'over to Cub Scopts, Boy
Scouts, and Explorers for dis-
'says -their handicraft and to
demorestrate some . of the useful
skills they acquire through their
programs
In countless elemental-, 'junior
, high, and high sthools, l (.• y
Scout Week will be recognized
in school assemblies through
!flag ceremonies, acts, and stunts
. by Cub Scouts, exhibits of handi-
craft by Scouts, motion pictures
of scouting activities, demonstra-





by boys of some . of their adven-
turesome activities.
Tradilionally on Febrpa-ry 8,
the ac"ual birthday (tate of the
organization, Scouts_ and leaders
recommit themselves to the Scout
oath or Promise ,it 8:13 p.m., in
each of' thefour time iones.
These ceremonies will take place,
in some instances, at Scent fam-
ily birthday dinners, while some
Cute Scout dens. Boy Scout 11át-
rots and Explorer crews will
meet re hornte of. members.
Others will meet ,with their par-
ents in churches and synagogues.
At these Boy Seoutri7Teekr ZeTe-
brations many .units will review
its program highlights, and the
successes of the first year in the
Four Year Program, "Onward
for God and My Ceuntry,",cemp-
ing and other ••utdoor activities,
and planning for participation in
the Fourth National Jamboree
t.vhich is expected to attract more
than 50.000 Scoute, Explorers,
and leaders for a week of camp-
Jig together at historic Valley





Has many of the 
features of the famous
Smith-Corona "88." 
Lacks only the more
elaborate features for 
special office work.


















HOU MEAN THAT IF
I WAS TO BE NICE TO
itOCKY, SHE MIGHT ACT
LESS LIKE A WILDCAT








SELECTION CY POSSIBLE )
PAPPYcj; IN DOGPATCH IS
MIGHTY PORE --SO AH
IS OFF TO TH' CI ;.
TO TRAP ONE.
DALLY LEDGER & TIMES
Phone  55 Greene 0. Wilson, manager
by Ernie Busbmiller.
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(WHY NOT ?Al L [GOT BY
REIN& TOUGH WAS A
KICK IN THE TEETH.
' WHY NOT ? '
A IA1 L,FIAN'SOME.,
LIM ONE.. NOT NO
HC.)0MIN BALLOON...!
ROCKY-? Te WHAT'S ON YOUR
MIND, SCRAPPLE -
MORE TROUBLE ?
by Raeburn Van Buren
I WONDER IF I COULD TALK
TO YOU FOR ft MINUTE-




AN; ro' MAI i CHILE'S
SAKE -AH'S PREPARED
To FLIRT.17-
01 o. F- F el RTED
"Iv BE
by Al Capp
EF YO' WAS TH'
51siORE
'KIND 0' BOY AH WOULD,
WANTED, W-WOULD wiDork.
YO" FLIRT BACK -
W IF MATR I MONY
AS TH'OBJECK?
4










Best 4-H Records in Yard Beauty,
Dress Revue Win 1956 Awards
Jaen Hartmann
Two Kentucky girls were
among the nation's top 4-H Club
members whose 1916 records of
accomplishment won the state
award. They are Jean Hartmann.
of Louisville, and Sue Ball. of
California, both 17 years old.
Jeaa's work in the 4-H Beauti-
fication of Home Grounds Pro-
gram was judged best in Ken.
tucky. She received a beautiful
is-Jewel wrist watch from Mrs.
Charles It, Walgreen of Chicago
who has supported this program
for 19 years
Jean has been in 4-13 for eight
years. Her parents moved into a
new home that needed a lot of
work in beautifyang the exterior
Jean planted trees, shrubs and
flowers, applying what she
learned in 4-H. Early last spring
she built a patio and put ever-
greens around It. Jean received
county champion awards for two
years and district champion one
year.
Sue literally walked off vrish
state honors in the 4-H Dress
Revue when she modeled a dress,
jacket and coat of her own de-
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Officials in the Capitol archi-
Under,„-ground the _ expanded subway system
tect's office say that if and when
t_
gets moving, folks will be able
At Capitol whiz along last between 25 an30 miles an hour.
•
Use Four Operatois
Saves Time The system, they said, willhave all the essentials tweessary
to make it as rfoolpioof as pus-
-
By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
United Pre*. Si-aft ttorre•t;owlert
WASHINGTON — Perhaps
before too leng. cone:essmen. '
'he _nrez4 and the ciliblx can
travel' all; over Capitol Hill with-
gettirus wet. For free. of
I recently spent a raie day.
with the Capitol underground--
the only subway operating' in!
WaShington the shortest -ride of
his kind anywhere in ths world.
The little ears run 700 feet
'northwest and return '700- feet
, s,itithwest between the Servile
end of the Capital to the Senate
office building. If right-thinking
prevails. the subway eventually
will be extended to include:
The new Senate office building
now under construction.
;The old and the new House (-f-
flee buildings and the very, very
Four o rators
little cars, in two working shifts,
Each works five hours a day,
unless the-Senate runs over:tees
which it sometimes does.
The subway has been knows
to make as many as 1,000 trips
on-a-tong day. Mel it vair
feet each way, that adds up to
a lot of feet. But it saves an aw-
ful lot of !shoe leather fo-- sena-
tors, guests and footsore report-
ers,
The seat's are far from Plushy.
The!, are made of hard, -sturdy
cane— varnished to a vault.
Jesse Williams superintendent
Of the subway machine sh:sp,
spoke up for the operetors on
this point.
"A one and three-quarter min-
ute ride doesn't wear out many
fancy senatorial pants.' he said,
Film Shop
RQN BURTON
United Press Staff Correspondent
11,o1-1-YWOOD -AB-- A tradi-
tion is being upset during pro-
dection of Warners' "A Face in
the Crowd." That's because the
author of the story is still around
ASO trig.
Usually by the time a script
reaches the shooting stage, the
author is Pusy on some other-sto-
rv,. Or perhaps'he Isn't around
„
begsn in Aussist."
Schdlberg said Kazan's theery
is me 'without prior occursence.
Ile said 11.'i_Stall.Clard practii.:c
fife theatek
Advice on Shooting
."Karzan was trained in ihe the-
aters,- the author said, "and this
is the way plays are made. The
author is present all through re-
helm-eats, and the director ire-
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tam n that agreement for .coopera-
non- 6etweeti-sthe—teee- etit•Erteleis -
• •
t% bestivurktels out. ,
BiESuccess
*
red., States would sell Saudi - s
Under _this a_greeillibrft. ' the
rale& a large quantity id arms.
; The figure of $250 million has
been mentioned, but is said now.
By CHARLES McCANN to be too
United Press Staff Correspondent
The visit of King Saud of Sa LIt• a ' return, Saud would renew
Aratnif to President Eisenhower , fur:live years the agreement un-:
diPt"mdtic der Whieh The United States
success. 'maintains a big air base at Dha-
There seems to be good reason I "Iran on the Persian Gulf,
to believe that the Arabian mons There was strenuous opposition
arch's &inferences in Washington (iby many 'people in the United
ay lead to improxement in the States to King Saud's visit.
"In _fact. they make revisions
on out-of-town tryouts right
because the Shreds's. doesn't want (doen to the opening night on r.n
Brenciarrays I may- he-prejudice*-.everreiwinged;
a-ord phrase. -- •
-Kazan has an Odd idea that an ;
author knows as well as anyone
what he had •in mind." Schulberg
"laid. "We've worked together on
this from the start of the script I
nearly two years ago. I went on
a.trip in 1955 to scout location
in Arkansas. and I've been on
the set every day since -shooting
"But for the guys who, have to
sit still five hours a day .and
twist', anfund at each end• of the
line—it's pretty hard on hritelae.0
because awl a writer, but I think
this is the only proper relations
ship between an auth,or and a
director.
'The film is. based on Schul-
berg's short story. *Your Aitken-
sas Traveler." He worked pre-
viously in the same manner with
Kazan in the.Oscar-winning "On
the Waterfront" in 1954. -
-We keep rewriting the script,
writing new dialogue, sometimes
from ideas that just come up on
the :pot," Sebulberg said. "I
like the method.
new one still in the blueprint
stage
The Library Of Congrass.
The Supreme Court. -
Plus any other buildings which
'ater ma" sprodt in the vicinity.
House Has car-less Subway
House members also have a
'olbway"—rninus tars. A tunnel,
connects the- Meuse wing of the
Canitol with the two :louse office
buildings, but members have to
walk because they never voted
the money needed to finish the
The Senators' two little cars,
carrying 18 pasengers per run,
that he is looking forward to scoot along at 12 miles an rhatic
the day when the United States i-and are -about as safs as your
may recognize his government. lising room. That. is sinless you •
and; Red China may be admitted stick your feet or elbows sut the
-the United Nations. • open sides or take a header while
There has been no sign that the car is in motion.
.the United States is even think- Across the years since the cars
ing of recognizing the Red Chi- started running in 1903 there
_nese regime. But at_ _may. d°--s°-- -hrre---beerr -only-a -few - tumbles..-.) The Communists are pretty fine- :none ,ere.ms; ;
!y ,an control of their country A few, thousand of *the tax a -By CHARLES M. mcCANN
United Press Staff Correspondent
Soviet Russia may pay dearly
for the help it got from Corr.mu-
hist China in framing a new
policy for its East Europeass
satellites.
Chinese Red Premier Ch, ,u
Igrilai went to Moscow _at the 
urgent request of tlie Sutet
governfnent to aid in re-slybpalg_ strong suspicion that the Soviet
Policy in light of the Polish and government is ;well content wag .
Hungarian revolts. ; the present situation, in which
In -Russia-4 -e-hem -also- its awnspesetion--assehief-apokte---
visited. Warsaw and Budapest to man ,for the Communist world,
talk to 'Polish Communist leader is unchallenged
Wladyslaw Gomulka and Hun.:
ganan puppet Premier Janos
Kadar
The result was a joint state-
ment issued be Chou and Soviet
Premier Nikolai A_ Bulearun.'
Chu and Bulganin said tha•
Communists countri-e- - are -sove•
ereign indeeendent elates” and
that Russia remains the center
.of world Corr.hrunism
,But it looks now as-. if *the
most importsiptseresiilt of Chou's
missuria ..asaC to strento hen the
weenie of Red China at. Russia's
expense.
Sort Of Arbiter
Chou seemed to be the do-
minant figure the Moscow•
talks—a sort of arbiter between
Russia and, its satellites.
He certainly strengthened his
_country's position as gn___en
fluence in the ."neutralist7 coun-
tries r.f East Asia...
There have long been sigsis•
of Russian-Chinese rivalry in
East Asia Russia has made a
big bid to build itself up there.
especially in .India
But Red China has moved
(in. Chou's present -tour of
whiab. he internipted to visit
Moscow. seems almost openly
aimed at giving China !he No.
1 position in relations wi•h India.
Burma. Indonesia and other
countries.
Another stage in the develop-
ment -of Russian-Chinese..risa:ry
lies. in the irsciefmrte future.
; Wants U. N. Seat -
Chu has shZ.',,wn, in speeches'
he has made recently in India
and—other--East Asian countries.
coral rayon dress and jacket with
a charcoal wool coat. The loose
fitting top coat emphasized the
pencil-slim line of the dress.
With the ensemble she wore a
black hat, suede shoes, corde
purse, and white gloves.
The highlight of Sue s experi-
ences was her taking part in the
national 4-H Club Congress dress
revue held recently in Chicago.
With 17 other •4-H girls, she
modeled her creation in the
Grand Ballroom of the Conrad
'Hilton hotel. To the soft accom-
paniment of an orchestra and
the fashion narrator. Sue prome-
naded down the long raised run-
way amidst the well deserved
applause of more than 1.300 4-11
members and 'other specitators.
Simplicity Pattern Co. pro-
vided Sue's all-expense trip to
Chicago, and also presented her
with a _handsome leather cased
scissors set. These national 4-14
awards programs are among the
many conducted by the Exten-
sion Service of the University of
Kentucky in cooperation with
the United States Department of
Agriculture.
p yof 600 million people, a'nd they er dollars recently were spent toseem likely to remain in Cun-
install automatic slowlup devicestrol.
. on the .sharp curves and toward.If and when Amerian recogn- ;
the ends of the lines. This eli-ninon comes. China's pitio
minates the possibility of humanskill be strengthened further at
error on the part of the Operators.Russia's expense.
Russia loses no opportunity 1,,
clemand_Bed „China's_ .admissiun.






will prciduce SO •
during•a sum-
at the age of
offspring start
IVs Been Scent
THI nowt& treatment in New
Delhi brings a warm smile to
face of So•iet Marshal Ceorgi
Zhukuv. He few to India for a
19-skay visit (Intereatioeali
-Nursifr-Query-
"WHAT'S THIS all about,- said
William Rexford Brooke
(above) as police took him in
custody as he stepped off •
KLIVI plane from Europe in
New York. And lie was told
Chicago police wanted to ques-
tion him in connection with the
murder of three boys whose
nu,le bodlei were found in 1U55.
Brooke was coming home from
Iran, where he had been on a
mission, for an engineering
drne (fitternationeW
triefss,.s.







Saud appears to have been
convinced, for one thing.' theL, the
Eisenhower Doctrine aimed at
combatting Communist penetra-
tion ot the Arab countries is a
real eontribution to Middle East-
ern stability.
He •-has intimated strongly that
he will tell the leaders of other
Arab countries that the Presi-
dent's plan should be accepted.
More Cooperation Seen
As regards to the direct United
States-Saudi Arabian part uf the
Washington talks,, it seems cere
ElhOfed By' Wacingt . -
Mayor Robert Wagner of New*
York City made hibnself t 'h e
spokesman for some of these op-
ponents b) announcing publicly,
that he would refuse to extend
the usual courtesies to the Presi-
dent's guest.
._Wagner based his" oppositionon
the allegation that Saud is anti-
; Jewish and anti-Roman Catholic.
[The existence of slavery in Saudi
Arabia also was .cited,
But Saud seems to have made
an excellent impression personal-
ly in Washington. .•
Light, tender slices...old fashioned
Butterma flavor...truly a deliaious
loaf made extra good with Buttermilk.
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